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Abstract 
To deal with over-constrained problems, constraint optimization and weighted con-
straint satisfaction can be applied to find the assignments with minimum violation. 
Soft global constraints are useful in modelling those problems for both techniques. 
However, deficiencies exist for both techniques when handling soft global 
straints. In the thesis, we address the deficiencies and provide solutions based on 
van Hoeve el al.’s graph-based algorithms of handling soft global constraints. 
Constraint optimization handles soft global constraints as hard constraints with 
generalized arc consistency (GAC enforcement. Based on cost reasoning, we show 
that GAC can be enhanced to a stronger form of GAC which more infeasible values 
can be detected and more search space can be pruned, Experiments show that our 
approach is more efficient than enforcing GAC. 
On the other hand, weighted constraint satisfaction has powerful consistency 
techniques such as AC*, FDAC*, EDAC* to deduce hidden cost information which 
helps speed up search. However, they are restricted to binary and ternary con-
straints. We show that naively incorporating van Hoeve’s methods into weighted 
constraint satisfaction can enforce a stronger form of 0-invcrse consistency. We 
further show how van Hoeve's method can be modified to handle cost projection and 
extension to maintain generalized versions of AC*, FDAC*�and EDAC* for non-
binary constraints. Using different benchmarks involving the alI Different, 
GCC, same, and regu1ar constraints, empirical results demonstrate that our pro-
posal gives improvements up to an order of magnitude when compared with the 




從過約束 問题 中找出近似解, 其 中 兩個辦法是約束優化和約束加權 。在 這 兩個方法的建模過程中 
都會運用軟性總體約束。但是.這 兩種技術在處理 軟性總體約束都存在缺陷,在 論 文中, 我們提 
出這 些缺陷，並以van Hoeve教授等人所提出以流量圓算法處理軟性總體約束的方法，提供解決 
方 案。 
約 束優化把軟性約束 變成傳統的硬性約束,並以廣義弧相容的概念作出約束傅播。我們發現,以 
權值的基礎上,廣義弧相容的概念能提高到一個更強力的相容概念,此概念不但测出更多不可 
能值,更減少搜索空間。實驗結果表明,我們的辦法比傅統辦法更有效 
另—方面，加權約 束的 研究巳發展出強大的局步相容,如 AC*,FDAC*,EDAC* 。 它們有效地 
推 斷隠藏的權值信息,有助於加快搜索。然而,它們只限於二元及三元軟性約束上。我們表明， 
直接把 van Hoeve教 授的方法納入加權約 束 滿足中，執行比 0逆 一致相容更強力的局步相容。 
我 們 更進 一步修改 v an Hoeve 教 授的方法,以可以在多項式的時問内把 A C*,FDAC*和EDAC* 應用在 
多元軟 性約 束上。 實驗利用 以總總體約束All Different, GCC, same, regular作 為 建模的問題 結 
果 表明,我們的 建議 無論是在時問或搜索 空間減 少上, 與 傅統的約束優化方法相比,可以改進高 
達一 個数量級 。 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The task at hand is on how to relax or weaken some of the hard constraints to obtain 
the solutions that are most preferred, or obtain the solutions that are least violated 
if the problem is over-constrained. Constraint optimization [57] and weighted con-
straint satisfaction [68] are possible frameworks for handling such tasks. 
Constraint optimization makes use of classical constraint satisfaction techniques 
with branch and bound search to solve those problems. In this framework, soft 
global constraints [58] are introduced with specific algorithms to remove infeasible 
values by enforcing generalized arc consistency (GAC). In particular, van Hoeve 
et al.[l\] give a general framework for handling flow-based soft global constraints 
through minimum cost flow computation. However, as we will demonstrate, en-
forcing G A C often misses some pruning opportunities. W e show that G A C can be 
enhanced to prune more infeasible values. Preliminary experiments show that our 
proposal is more efficient than G A C with van Hoeve's method. 
On the other hand, a weighted constraint satisfaction problem (WCSP) can be 
solved using brand and bound search with consistency enforcement. Various con-
sistency notions and techniques [42, 43，26，67] for unary, binary, and ternary con-
straints have been developed to help prune the search space in WCSPs. Higher arity 
constraints have to be either first converted to their binary counterparts or activated 
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only after enough variables are instantiated during search. The lack of efficient han-
dling of constraints with high arity in W C S P systems greatly restricts the applicabil-
ity of W C S P techniques to complex real-life problems. To overcome the difficulty, 
we incorporate van Hoeve et al.'s method [71] of handling flow-based soft global 
constraints into WCSPs. W e show that a naive incorporation into W C S P s results 
in a strong form of the 0-inverse consistency [74], which is still relatively weak 
in terms of lower bound estimation and pruning. The question becomes whether 
w e can achieve stronger consistencies, i.e. the generalized versions of AC^ [43], 
FDAC* [42], and EDAC* [26], for n-ary constraints efficiently. Consistency algo-
rithms for these consistency notions involve three main operations: (a) computing 
the minimum cost of the constraint when a variable x is fixed with value v, (b) 
projecting the minimum cost of a non-unary constraint to the unary constraint for 
X at value v, and (c) extending the unary cost to the non-unary constraints. These 
operations allow cost movement among constraints and shifting of cost to the C0 
constraint, resulting in higher lower bound and also domain pruning. Part (a) is 
readily handled by the minimum cost flow algorithm. W e show how the minimum 
cost flow algorithm and the corresponding flow networks can be adapted for parts 
(b) and (c) so as to perform projection and extension in polynomial time and space 
complexity throughout the search. Experiments with the soft allDif ferent, 
GCC, same, and regular constraints demonstrate the advantages of our approach 
over the current approach using constraint optimization. 
In the following, we further elaborate the introduction. W e first briefly introduce 
the classical constraint satisfaction framework and soft global constraints. W e then 
give the motivation and the goal of this thesis, as well as the basic framework of the 
thesis. 
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1.1 Constraint Satisfaction and Global Constraints 
Many combinatorial problems can be modelled as constraint satisfaction problems 
(CSPs). A CSP, as defined by Mackworth [49], can be described as follows. 
"We are given a set of variables, a domain of possible values for each 
variable, and a conjunction of constraints. Each constraint is a rela-
tion defined over a subset of the variables, limiting the combination of 
values that the variables in this subset can take. The goal is to find 
a consistent assignment of values to the variables so that all the con-
straints are satisfied simultaneously." 
To solve a CSP, searching is commonly used. Each variable is assigned to a 
value in its domain one by one until a solution is found or unsatisfiability occurs 
along the way. However, searching alone is inefficient, since unsatisfiability is 
often detected only after many assignments are explored. To improve efficiency, 
Mackworth introduces consistency [49]. They are notions that help identify infea-
sible values and prune the search space. Therefore, unsatisfiability can be detected 
earlier, speeding up the searching algorithm. Common consistency notions include 
node consistency [49], arc consistency [49], and generalized arc consistency [53]. 
The efficiency of consistency enforcement depends on the number of variables 
involved in a constraint. In general, the time and space complexity increase expo-
nentially as the number of variables restricted by the constraints increases. To over-
come the difficulty, global constraints are introduced. They are a special type of 
constraints which is a abstraction of a conjunction of constraints. They usually have 
a specific semantic and is useful in modelling a special sub-structure occurring in 
a wide variety of problems and applications. One example is the allDif ferent 
constraint [60], which restricts variables to take distinct values. A global constraint 
often comes with an efficient algorithm for enforcing consistency notions in CSPs, 
which often reduces the search space in polynomial time with respect to the number 
of restricting variables. 
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With the help of global constraints, constraint satisfaction techniques can be 
efficiently applied to many real-life combinatorial problems. Examples are car-
sequencing [28], nurse rostering [20], and timetabling [36]. 
1.2 Soft Constraints 
In many real life problems, the requirements involve preference. The goal is to 
compute the most preferred solutions. Another situation is the contradictory re-
quirements, causing no solution. From the users' point of views, no-solution is 
hardly a satisfactory answer. A user usually wants some sorts of "partial" solutions 
which a portion of constraints might still violate. Classical constraint satisfaction 
can hardly handle these problems since a constraint in CSPs can only either accept 
or reject an assignment. Other frameworks are required to handle such problems. 
One framework to model those problems is the “Soft as Hard" (SasH) approach 
[57]. The preference or violation degree of a constraint is encoded as extra vari-
ables of the constraint. The problem is then modelled as a constraint optimization 
problem (COP), which is a CSP with an objective of measuring the preference or 
violation. Similar to CSPs, a soft global constraint is a n-ary constraints with a 
semantic to describe the violation degree of the original global constraints [58’ 9]. 
They often come with an efficient algorithm to enforcing consistency notions based 
on cost computation. One such class of soft global constraints is the flow-based 
soft global constraints [71，50]. These soft constraints can be modelled as a flow 
network. A minimum cost flow algorithm can be applied to compute the costs of 
tuples, which helps enforce generalized arc consistency (GAC) in polynomial time. 
However, as we are going to demonstrate, this technique often misses important 
pruning opportunities. 
Another framework is the weighted constraint satisfaction [68], which general-
izes the classical constraint satisfaction. In a weighted constraint satisfaction prob-
lem (WCSP), each constraint is soft, returning a cost for each tuple. Solutions of a 
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W C S P are the tuples with the minimum cost, which often represents the most pre-
ferred or the least violated situation. In WCSPs, consistency notions not just help 
remove infeasible values, but also infer hidden cost information by projecting and 
extending costs between constraints. Common consistency notions include NC* 
[43], AC* [43], FDAC* [42], and E D A C * [26]. 
Similar to classical constraint satisfaction, soft global constraints can be used 
ill weighted constraint satisfaction to model common sub-structures in many prob-
lems. However, existing W C S P consistency techniques assume table representa-
tions of soft constraints, which is efficient only when the constraints involve a small 
number of variables. A soft global constraint with many variables is not activated 
during searching in the W C S P solvers until it can be reduced to a constraint involv-
ing a small number of variables. 
Motivation and Goal 
Both frameworks have deficiencies in handling problems involving soft global con-
straints. The goal of the thesis is to come up with solutions to solve these deficien-
cies 
The SasH approach has efficient algorithms to enforce consistency for soft global 
constraints, but pruning power needs to be enhanced. To enhance pruning power, 
w e propose a new and stronger consistency notion for the SasH approach. The pro-
posal is based on generalized arc consistency. Flow-based soft global constraints 
are used as examples to demonstrate the idea. 
On the other hand, W C S P s can solve a problem efficiently only if constraints in-
volve a small number of variables. Since a soft constraint in a W C S P is represented 
as a table in current W C S P solvers. Maintenance of the tables is time-consuming 
and space-costly. Thus, it is inefficient to enforce consistency, such as AC*, when 
a soft constraint involves a large number of variables. It is natural to ask whether 
we can enjoy the benefits of both worlds, i.e. an algorithmic framework for soft 
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global constraints to enforce consistency in WCSP efficiently. Most importantly, 
we want to develop an algorithmic framework such that projection and extension 
can be done in polynomial time throughout the search. W e address this problem for 
the common consistency notions in W C S P s with the van Hoeve et aUs approach of 
using minimum cost flow. 
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
The outline of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives basic backgrounds on classi-
cal and weighted constraint satisfaction, as well as the flow theory. W e also define 
the notations that we use throughout the thesis. 
Chapter 3 describes the current development on handling constraint violation 
in COPs, as well as the soft global constraints and other consistency notions in 
weighted satisfaction as related work. 
Chapter 4 describes the SasH approach. W e first give the general technique of 
this approach and the general framework of enforcing generalized arc consistency 
for flow-based soft global constraints. W e demonstrate that simply enforcing gener-
alized arc consistency misses pruning opportunities. W e suggest cost-based gener-
alized arc consistency, a stronger consistency that removes more values. W e show 
by experiments that our proposal is more efficient than generalized arc consistency. 
Chapter 5 deals with soft global constraints in the weighted constraint satisfac-
tion. W e first introduce strong 0-inverse consistency, which enhances 0-inverse 
consistency [74] with value removal. Strong 0-inverse consistency is "equivalent" 
to cost-based generalized arc consistency. However, strong 0-inverse consistency 
is weaker than A C * for binary constraints. Therefore, we investigate the gener-
alization of AC*, FDAC*，and EDAC*. W e first consider GAC*, the generalized 
version of AC*. However, we encounter the problem of efficient projection between 
constraints. To overcome this problem, we develop a new algorithmic framework 
called projection-safety. If a soft global constraint is projection-safe, projection can 
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be done in polynomial time so that G A C * can be efficiently enforced throughout the 
search. W e further generalize FDAC* to FDGAC*. Since projection-safety helps 
extension as well, F D G A C * can also be enforced in polynomial time. However, 
when we try to generalize EDAC*, we discover that E D AC* is only enforceable 
when the soft constraints share at most one variable. To overcome the difficulty, 
we introduce weak EDGAC*, which generalizes the concept of EDAC*. With 
projection-safe constraints, weak E D G A C * can also be enforced efficiently during 
search. 
In Chapter 6，we show the feasibility of our proposal through a set of soft global 
constraints. W e first show that some flow-based soft global constraints are also the 
projection-safe . They include the soft variants of the allDif ferent [58, 71], 
GCC [71], same [71], and also regular [71] constraints. These constraints are 
useful in modelling many problems, especially for the regular constraint. If we 
can enforce consistency for the regular constraints efficiently in WCSPs, other 
global constraints such as the stretch constraint [56] can also have an efficient 
consistency enforcement in W C S P s through the regular constraints. W e choose 
several benchmarks and perform experiments to show the efficiency of our proposed 
algorithm. In addition, the empirical results agree with out theoretical analysis. 
W e conclude the thesis in Chapter 7. W e summarize our work on the thesis, and 
also give future possible directions for further work. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
In this chapter, we give the basic background for the rest of the thesis. There are 
four basic concepts in the thesis: constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), weighted 
CSPs (WCSPs), global constraints and flow theory. Constraint satisfaction is a 
general framework to model and solve combinatorial problems. Weighted con-
straint satisfaction is an extended framework of CSPs to handle also soft constraints. 
Global constraints are complex constraints used to describe structures commonly 
seen in most problems. Flow theory is a sub-area in the operational research and 
graph theory for modelling some specific problems. 
2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined as a triple A' is a set of 
variables {xi,x2,...，Xn}. The default variable order is indicated by their indices, 
i.e. Xi < Xj iff i < j.Visa. set of variable domains D(xi) for each variable Xi € X. 
A domain D{xi) contains a finite set of values, which represents the possible values 
of Xi. A n assignment {xs^ f-^  ..., i-^  ？；^ }^ on S = {xs,,.. • ^ 
can be represented as a tuple i = (vg^ ,..., Vg^ ). The notation ^ [x^J denotes the 
value Vsi in £ assigned to Xg^ £ S, and i[S'] denotes the tuple formed by extracting 
an assignment on a subset 5' C 5 in I. W e also use the notation JC{S) to denote 
the set of all tuples corresponding to all assignments on S C X. C is a set of 
8 
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hard constraints C会.The constraint can be specified by a set of tuples allowed to 
be assigned to the subset of variables S C X, or an expression which states the 
condition whether a tuple is allowed. The arity of a constraint Cs is defined as \S . 
A constraint is unary if its arity is 1; it is binary if its arity is 2; it is n-ary if its 
arity is n. To simplify the notations, we use Cf and Cg to denote Cj^ .^j. and C^^. 
respectively when the context is clear. Cg is satisfied by i e C(S) if ^  is a member 
of the set of allowed tuples of the constraint C》.A solution of a CSP is to find an 
assignment for each variable in ^  such that all constraints are satisfied. 
Example 1 Consider the 4-queens problem. It can be modelled as a CSP (X, P, C) 
as follows: 
參 A" = {x-[, X2,2:3, X4}, where Xi denotes a queen in the i仇 column. An as-
signment {xi I—> j} represents a queen is placed at the 产 row and the 产 
column; 
• D(xi) = {1,2,3,4} for each Xi G X, since there are only four rows; 
• C contains two classes of constraints: 
- CI;) for i + j, specifying that no two queens can place on the same 
columns. This constraint can be represented in two ways. One way is a 
set of allowed tuples. 
Cl^j = {(1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(2,1),(2,3),(2,4), 
(3’1)，(3，2)，(3，4)，(4，1),(4,2)’(4,3)} 
Another way is an arithmetic inequality. 
x. 
for i ^  j, specifying that no two queens can place on the same 
diagonal. This can represented simply by an arithmetic inequality. 
• \xi-Xj\ 
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The solutions of this CSP are (2,4,1,3) and (3,1,4,2), which correspond to the 
placement shown in Figure 2.1. 










(a) (2,4,1,3) (b) (3,1,4,2) 
Figure 2.1: Two solutions for the 4-queens problem 
2.1.1 Backtracking Tree Search 
Solutions of a CSP are found by systematic search. A systematic search method 
guarantees to find all solutions for a CSP, or prove no solution. One type of sys-
tematic search techniques commonly used for CSPs is backtracking tree search. It 
traverses the search tree of possible assignments in a depth-first left-to-right manner. 
The procedure solveQ in Algorithm 1 shows backtracking tree search for finding 
all solutions of a CSP (X, V, C). [39] 
The algorithm first starts with the empty assignment. It goes down to the search 
tree by calling the procedure backtrackAllQ. In the procedure backtrackAllQ, 
the variable Xj is assigned to the value v chosen from its domain by the function 
chooseValQ at line 7. The value v is then removed from the domain at line 
8, to indicate that the assignment {xi t；} is tried. The algorithm then checks 
whether the new assignment conflicts with the current assignment £ using the func-
tion consQ at line 9. If cons() returns true, the conflict occurs. The algorithm 
goes back to line 7 to try another assignment for Xi\ otherwise, the algorithm moves 
down in the search tree by the recursive call at line 14 and tries to assign a value for 
Xj^i. If the algorithm has assigned all variables in X with no conflicts, the assign-
ment is the solution of the given CSP, which is output by the procedure outputQ 
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Procedure solve() 
i := 0; 
backtrackAll(^, 1, P); 
5 Procedure backtrackAll(^, j, V) 
while D{xj) ^ 0 do 
V := chooseVal(Z)(xi)); 
D{xj) := D{xj)\{vy, 
if，c〇ns(£，Xj ^  v) then 
f iU{xj ^ t;}; 










backtrackAll(f, j + 1，V); 
Algorithm 1: Backtracking Tree Search Algorithm 
at line 12. If all possible assignments for Xj are exhausted with no success, the al-
gorithm restores the domain of Xj, backtracks to the previous call and tries another 
assignment for Xj-i. 
Figure 2.2 shows the search tree of the backtracking tree search formed for 
solving a 4-queen problem. W e only show the nodes visited by the algorithm until 
the solution (2,4，1,3) is found. The internal nodes at the 产 level denotes the 
assignments on {xi,..., Xj-i}. The leaf nodes denotes either a fail or a complete 
assignmenl representing a solution. 
Figure 2.2 shows a very large search space. It can be reduced by ignoring the 
branch that does not contain solutions. For example, if we know {xi i-^  1} cannot 
be any parts of solutions, we need not go to the corresponding branch. Such a 
reasoning can be done using consistency. 
2.1.2 Local Consistency in CSP 
The standard backtracking tree search for CSPs has three major drawbacks. One 
of those is late detection of the conflict [2]. Enforcing local consistency on a CSP 
-if 
Figure 2.2: The search tree generated by the backtracking search 
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addresses this problem. Local consistency of a CSP is a notion which helps iden-
tify the value v G D{xi) such that the assignment {xi i-> v) does not exist in any 
solutions. To define local consistency enforcement, we first define the equivalence 
of two CSPs. 
Definition 2.1 [39j Given two CSPs P i { X a n d 尸2(A Th, C2). Pi is equiv-
alent to P2 if they have the same set of solutions. 
Definition 2.2 Given a local consistency (3. A "-enforcement algorithm is to trans-
form a CSP P into P' such that P' is (3 and equivalent to P. 
Simply speaking, a /^-enforcement algorithm transforms a CSP into the one that 
is simpler to solve and equivalent to the old one. In the following, we briefly discuss 
three consistency notions: (1) node consistency [49] for unary constraints, (2) arc 
consistency [49] for binary constraints, and (3) generalized arc consistency [53] for 
n-'dvy constraints. 
Node Consistency 
Definition 2.3 [49] A CSP is node consistent (NC) iff for each value 
V G D(xi), it satisfies all unary constraints. 
Example 2 Given a CSP (;^’P’C) which = {xi}, D{xi) - {0,1,2} and C = 
{Cf : > 1}. The CSP is not NC. If 0 is assigned to Xi, it violates Cf. However, 
if 0 is removed from D(xi), the new CSP is NC. 
The procedure NC-1() in Algorithm 2 enforces N C for a CSP {X, V, C) [49]. It 
iteratively checks for every variables by the procedure NC(z). The procedure NC(z) 
checks whether each value satisfies unary constraints. 
Arc Consistency 
Definition 2.4 [49J Given a CSP V>, C). 
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1 Procedure NC-1() 
2 I foreach .T,； G A' do NC(Xi); 
3 
4 Procedure NC(Xi) 
5 I G C then D{xi) := D{xi) n {v\v satisfies C^}; 
6 
Algorithm 2: Enforcing NC for a CSP 
• A binary constraint C-J- is arc consistent (AC) if for every value Vi G D(Xi), Vi 
satisfies Cf and there exists vj G D(xj) such that {vi, vj) satisfies Cg. Such 
a value Vj is the support of Vi. 
• P is A C iff for each pair of variable Xi and Xj with i + j, the constraint 
C^- GCis AC. 
Example 3 Given a CSP which A' = {xi,a:2}, D{xi) = {0,1,2}, 
D[x2) = {1,2} and C = {C[\ : Xi + X2 > 3}. It is N C but not AC, If Xi takes the 
value 0’ no value in D{x2) can form a pair with 0 6 D{xi) such that it satisfies C^. 
However, removal of 0 G D{xi) makes it so. 
The procedure AC-3() in Algorithm 3 enforces A C for a CSP [49]. 
In the procedure AC-3(), the set Q is modified like a queue. Q always stores the 
pair (i, j) representing that the values in D{xi) are not guaranteed to have supports 
in D(xj). At each iteration, an arbitrary element (/c, m) is removed from Q by the 
function popQ in constant time. The procedure REVISEQ is executed to find sup-
ports for V G D{xk). If a value is removed, the pair (z, k) is inserted to indicate that 
some values D[xi) may lose its support due to removal of values in D{xk). In the 
consistency enforcement, such a set Q is called the propagation queue, since it helps 
propagate the consistency information from one constraint to other constraints. 
The time complexity of the procedure AC-3() is 0{e(f) [48], where e = \C\ and 
d is the maximum domain size. Based on the procedure AC-3(), various algorithms 
for enforcing A C for a CSP are proposed. Examples are AC-4 [52], AC-5 [54], 
AC-6 [10], AC-7 [11], AC-2001 [15], AC-3 .1 [73], and AC-200l\3.1 [16]. 
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Procedure AC-30 
NC-1()； 
while Q is not empty do 
{k,m) := pop(Q); 
if REVISE(Xk,Xm) then 
Q:=QU {(z, — m} 
Function REVlSE{Xi,Xj): Boolean 
deleted false; 
foreach Vi e D{xi) do 
if there is no Vj G D(xj) such that {vi, Vj) satisfies C^^ then 
‘ D { x i ) -.= D{xi) \ {vi}- • 
deleted := true; 
return deleted: 
Algorithm 3: Enforcing A C for a CSP 
Those algorithms use the same concept of the propagation queue Q, but difficult in 
the implementation of REVISEQ procedure. 
Generalized Arc Consistency 
Definition 2.5 [53] Given a CSP V, C). 
• A constraint C^ € C is generalized arc consistent (GAC) if for every value 
Vi G D{xi) which Xi G S, there exists a tuple t G C[S) such that t 
and it satisfies C^. Such a tuple i is the support of Vi with respect to 
• P is G A C iff all constraints are GAC. 
Notice that if a CSP only contains unary and binary constraints, G A C collapses to 
AC. 
Example 4 Given a CSP which ；I' = D{xi) = {0,1,2}, 
D[x2) = {1,2}’ 0(2:3) = {0}，andC = {Cfaa ： x：-h X2 + X3 > 3}. The CSP is not 
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GAC. There is no accepting tuple in such that it contains {xi ^ ^ 0}. Removal 
of 0 G D(xi) makes it so. 
Algorithm 3 can be adapted to enforce GAC, but the procedure REVISEQ needs 
to be modified for n-ary constraints. However, the time complexity of Algorithm 
3 becomes exponential in the maximum arity of the constraints. In fact, enforcing 
G A C is NP-Hard in general [14]. 
Combining Local Consistency with Search 
Local consistency can be embedded into search which helps reduce search space. 
One example is maintaining arc consistency (MAC) search [66], shown in Algo-
rithm 4. Before moving to the next search node, the AC-enforcement algorithm 
enf orceACQ is executed at line 14 to remove infeasible values after the assign-
ment for Xj is made. If a empty domain is produced, the algorithm immediately 
generates a fail, restores domains, and backtracks; otherwise, it moves to the next 
search node with the current domains. 
Figure 2.3 shows a search tree using Algorithm 4. W e indicate the value re-
moved by enforcing A C using a symbol x. After Xi is assigned to 0’ enf or ceACO 
immediately detects unsatisfiability. Thus a fail is generated immediately with go-
ing further down. 
Constraint satisfaction only handles satisfiability problems. When a problem 
comes with optimization criteria, constraint optimization is preformed, which is 
based on constraint satisfaction we have discussed above. 
2.1.3 Constraint Optimization Problem 
A constraint optimization problem (COP) is a tuple {X, V, C, obj). {X, D, C) is a 
CSP. The objective obj is a function that maps a tuple i G C{?l) to a real number. A 
solution of a C O P (X, P, C, obj) is a solution of the CSP (X, V, C). Furthermore, 
a solution is optimal if obj(t) is minimum among all solutions. 
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Figure 2.3: The search tree of the 4-queen problem with A C enforcement 
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Procedure solve() 
t ：二 0 ; 
backtrackAC(£, 1, P); 
Procedure backtrackAC(£, j, V) 
while D{xj) ^ 0 do 
V := chooseVal(D(xj)); 
if，c〇ns(£，Xj v) then 
£' :=£u{xj H-> a}; 






if no D{xi) is empty then 
backtrackAC(f, j + 
Algorithm 4: M A C Search Algorithm 
Example 5 Consider Example 1. It has two solutions: 
• = (2,4,1,3); 
• A 二（3，1,4, 2); 
If the objective obj = xi X2 x^ + 4x4 is added into the problem, the problem 
becomes a COP. The tuple £2 is the optimal solution, since obj(£i) = 19 while 
obj(£2) 二 16. 
To find an optimal solution of a COP, the branch and bound search [40] can be 
applied, as shown in the procedure branchAndBound() in Algorithm 5. The pro-
cedure transverses the search space in a depth-first left-to-right manner like depth 
first search, but it maintains a upper bound bound, initialized to infinity, during 
search. Each time a solution t is found at line 12’ bound is updated to the objective 
value of with a new constraint obj < bound added to the model, indicating the 
next solution better than L When the whole search space is traversed, the value 
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stored in bound is the objective value of the optimal solution of the given COP. 
Similar to the backtracking tree search, consistency enforcement can be embedded 
into the branch and bound algorithm (at line 16) to detect the unsatisfiability earlier. 
Procedure solve() 
bound oo; 
I := 0; 
branchAndBouncl(£, 1, V , bound); 
Procedure branchAndBound(£, j, V, bound) 
while D(xj) 0 do 
V := chooseVal{D{xi)y, 











if ^ cons(£, Xj I—^  v) then 
f := ^ U {xj H^ a}; 
if j = then 
bound := obj(f); 
C := C U {obj < bound}-, 
e se 
enforceACQ; 
if no D{xi) is empty then 
branchAndBound(f, j + 1，V, bound); 
Algorithm 5: Branch and Bound Search Algorithm 
Figure 2.4 shows the search tree of the C O P given in Example 5. When the first 
solution (2’ 4，1, 3) is found, the variable bound is updated to 19. A new constraint 
+ + 2；3 + 4x4 < 19 is added, indicating the algorithm is now searching for a 
solution having a objective value less than 19. After transversing the whole search 
tree, bound stores the value 16, which is the objective value of the optimal solution 
(3,1,4,2). Similar to CSPs, consistency notions like G A C can be enforced on COPs 
to reduce search space as well. 
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Figure 2.4: The search tree generated by the branch and bound search 
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Besides COPs, another framework to model over-constrained problems is weighted 
constraint satisfaction, which extends classical constraint satisfaction. W e will dis-
cuss this new framework in the next section. 
2.2 Weighted Constraint Satisfaction 
Weighted constraint satisfaction [68] is one of the soft constraint framework, con-
straints in which always associate costs with tuples of variable assignments. The 
cost in weighted constraint satisfaction is represented by a cost valuation structure 
V(k) defined as follows. 
Definition 2.6 A cost valuation structure V[k) is a tuple ([0,..., /c], ©, <), where: 
• /c is the upper bound of the cost, where /c G N \ {0}; 
• [0,..., /c] is a subset of integers representing costs; 
• © is defined as a © 6 = minja + h, A;}; 
• < is defined as the standard integer ordering. 
A weighted CSP (WCSP) [68] is a tuple X and V are the sets 
of variables and variable domains as defined in classical CSPs. C is a set of soft 
constraints Cs, which are functions mapping a tuple i G C{S) to a cost in the cost 
valuation structure V{k). The arity of a soft constraint Cs is A soft constraint 
Cs is unary if the arity is 1, binary if the arity is 2，ternary if the arity is 3, and 
n-ary if the arity is n. To simplify the notation, we denote C{xi}, and 
C{xp,xq,xr} as Ci, Cij and C— respectively if the context is clear. The cost returned 
by a unary constraint Ci for an assignment [xi i-^  ？;}, i.e. Ci{v), is the unary cost 
of a value v G D(xi). Similarly, the cost returned by a binary constraint Cij for 
{xi Vi, Xj I—> Vj}, i.e. Cij{vi, Vj), is the binary cost of a tuple (vi, Vj). Without 
loss of generality, we assume Ci always exists, which initially maps all values to 
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zero, for each Xi G X. W e also assume the existence of zero-initialized C0, which 
is a constraint representing the cost payed by all assignments on 
Example 6 Figure 2.5 shows a graphical representation of a W C S P with two vari-
ables {xi,x2} and the cost valuation structure 1/(4). A rectangle represents a vari-
able domain, with the circle inside representing the unary cost of each value. A 
circle with no number implies that the corresponding value has zero unary cost. A 
label u) on the edge between two circles represents the binary cost of the associated 





’ 1 V y 
0 
Figure 2.5: The W C S P with two variables and k = A 
Figure 2.5 shows two sets of constraints: 
• The unary constraints Ci and C2 with the following cost mapping: 
Ci(a) = 0 Ci(6) = 0 
C2⑷=2 C2{h) = 1 G2(C) = 4 
• The binary soft constraint C12 with the following cost mapping: 
Ci2(a, a) = 0 Ci2(a, 6) = 2 Ci2(a, c) = 0 
Cu{b,a) = l C i 2 ( M ) = 1 Ci2(6,c) = 0 
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Given a W C S P V,C,k). The cost ofi G C{^：) in the problem P is defined 
as costp(£) = C0® ©Csec The notation costp(i) can be simplified to 
cost{i) if P is understood. The tuple i is feasible to P if costp{i) < k. The tuple i 
is a solution of P if costp[i) is minimum among all feasible tuples. 
Example 7 Given the W C S P in Figure 2.5. The cost of each tuple is shown as 
follows. 
cost (a, a) = 2 cost (a, b) = 3 cost (a, c) = 4 
cost(b, a) = 3 cost(b, b) = 2 cost(b, c) = 4 
The tuples (a, c) and (b, c) are not feasible since their costs are equal to the upper 
bound k = 4. Besides, among all tuples, (a, a) and (b, b) have the minimum cost. 
Thus, they are the solutions of the WCSP. 
A CSP is a special W C S P with k = I. A feasible tuple on X must have a cost 
of 0, representing a solution of a CSP. 
2.2.1 Branch and Bound Search 
To find a solution of a WCSP, the branch and bound search algorithm is applied 
again. The procedure WCSPBranchAndBoundQ in Algorithm 6 shows the branch 
and bound search algorithm used for a W C S P containing only unary and binary soft 
constraints [43]. After a value v is assigned to Xi, the W C S P is reduced to a new 
W C S P {X \ {xi},V',C',k). C is formed by the procedure lookAheadQ, which 
reduces the binary constraints involving Xi and Xj to the unary constraints involving 
only Xj. The procedure LocalConsist() enforces the local consistency of the 
current WCSP, which will be discussed in the next section. For this moment, we 
omit the details of LocalConsistQ. If it returns false, either C0 > k or at 
least one variable domain is empty. In this case, the algorithm generates a fail and 
tries another assignment for Xi. If the procedure LocalConsistQ returns true, 
the algorithm continues to search downward. If X is reduced to an empty set, all 
variables are assigned. The soft constraint C0 stores the cost of the corresponding 
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tuple. If a feasible tuple is found, the upper bound k is set to the cost of the tuple 
found, indicating that the algorithm now has to find a new tuple having the cost 
lower than that of the current feasible tuple. Notice that when a W C S P contains 
?7.-ary soft constraints for n > 2，the procedure WCSPBranchAndBoundQ still 
applies, but the procedure lookAheadQ needs modification. If all variables are 
assigned, we compute the cost returned by each n-ary constraint and add to C0. 
1 Procedure WCSPBranchAndB〇und(£，C0, k，X, V, C) 
if JY = 0 then return C0; 
Xi •.= cho〇seVar(AO; 
foreach v G D[xi) do 
f ^.= ^u{xi i-> ？；}; 
C := lookAhead(C, {xi i;}); 
if LocalConsist(k, A:' \ {xi}, D, C) then 
—k := WCSPBranchAndBound(f, k, Pc： \ {rcj, V, C')\ 
return /c; 
2 Function lookAhead(C, {xi t；}) 
c :=C\{Ci}; 
4 foreach Cij e C do 
5 foreach b e D{xj) do q := q 0 Cij(v, 6); 
_ C' ：= C \ {Cij}', 
return C; 
Algorithm 6: Branch and Bound Search Algorithm for a W C S P 
Figure 2.6 shows the search tree for solving the W C S P in Figure 2.5 without 
any local consistency enforced. The corresponding new sub-WCSPs formed during 
search are also shown. After the first complete assignment, the upper bound k is 
changed to 2, indicating that we want to find a feasible tuple with cost lower than 
2. Same as classical constraint satisfaction, if local consistency is enforced in every 
search node, unsatisfiability can be detected earlier and search space can be reduced. 
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2.2.2 Local Consistency in WCSP 
In general, enforcing a consistency to a W C S P not just reduces the domain size 
but also infers implicit cost information by transferring costs between constraints, 
which is useful in determining the lower bound and choosing values for assignments 
during search. To define consistency enforcement algorithms in WCSPs, we first 
define the equivalence of two WCSPs. 
Definition 2.7 [23] Given two W C S P s Pi{X,Vi,Cuk) and 户2(义，C2，/c). Pi 
is equivalent to P2 iff for all feasible tuples i 6 jC{X) in both problems, costp^ {i)= 
costp^{£). 
Definition 2.8 Given a local consistency (3. A /^-enforcement algorithm is to trans-
form a W C S P P into P' such that P' is (3 and equivalent to P. 
In the following, we briefly discuss four consistency notions in WCSPs: (1) 
star node consistency (NC*) [43], (2) star arc consistency (AC*) [43], (3) fully 
star directional arc consistency (FDAC*) [42], and (4) existential directional arc 
consistency (EDAC*) [26]. 
Star Node Consistency 
Definition 2.9 [43] Given a W C S P P, C, k). 
• The value v G D{xi) is node consistent if C 0 0 Ci{v) < k. 
• A variable Xi is star node consistent (NC*) if : 
-all values in D{xi) are node consistent, and; 
-there exists v' G D{xi) such that Ci(v') = 0. Such a value is called a 
unary support of Xi. 
• Pis N C * iff all variables are NC*. 
(a) Original W C S P (b) After removing c G (c) After projecting from C2 
D{x2) to C 0 
Figure 2.7: Enforcing NC* 
Transformation of the W C S P from Figure 2.7(a) to Figure 2.7(c) requires two 
operations: (1) removal of values v G D{xi) which is not node consistent, and 
(2) projection of costs from Q to C0. The first operation is easily done by set 
modification. The second operation, the projection operation, is to send costs from 
Ci to C0 through addition and subtraction in the cost valuation structure V{K) [23, 
43]. The subtraction in V{K) is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.10 Given a cost valuation structure V{K). A subtraction Q is defined 
as: 
( 
a — b ,\f a ^ k 
k otherwises 
aeb 
A projection of a cost a, where 0 < a < min{Ci('y)|t' G D(xi)}, from Ci to C ^ is 
defined as a transformation from (C0, Ci) to (CL C'), such that: 
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Notice that N C * collapses to N C when a W C S P represents a CSR NC* not just 
removes infeasible values but also increases C0 from unary constraints. Unsatisfia-
bility can be detected by checking whether empty domains exist, or C0 reaches the 
upper bound k. Consider the example as follows. 
Example 8 The W C S P in Figure 2.7(a) is not NC*. The value c G D(X2) is not 
node consistent since (72(c) = 4 = k. Besides, no values have zero unary cost in 
工2). Figure 2.7(c) shows the equivalent W C S P which is NC*. 
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• C0 = C0 © a, and; 
• C[(v) = Ci{v) e Q； for each v G D{xi). 
By projecting a cost of min{Ci(?;)|?; G D{xi)} from Ci to C0, a unary support is 
produced, since there must exist at least one value which unary cost reduced to zero. 
For example, to transform the W C S P from Figure 2.7(a) to Figure 2.7(c), first 
the value c G D{x2) is removed as shown in Figure 2.7(b), since its unary cost is 
equal to the upper bound k = 4. Then a cost of 1 is projected from C2 to C0, which 
produces a unary support a e D{x2). 
The procedure W-NC*0 in Algorithm 7 enforces NC* for a W C S P (A", P, C, k) 
[43]. The algorithm first performs projections for each variable, and then removes 
values according to the lower bound C0. The procedure unaryPro ject() projects 
a suitable cost from Ci to C0 to produce a unary support, while the procedure 
pruneValQ removes the values which is not node consistent. 
1 Procedure W - N O O 
foreach Xi e X do unaryPro ject(Xi); 
foreach Xi e ^ do pruneVal(Xi); 
5 Procedure unaryPro ject(xj) 
a ：二 A;; 
foreach v G D(xi) do 
if Q > Ci{v) then a := Ci(v)-, 
C0 -.= Ces © Q；； 
foreach v e D{xi) do Ci{v) := Ci{v) © a\ 10 
18 
Function pruneVal(Xi):Boolean 
f lag := false; 
foreach v G D[xi) s.t. Ci[v) © C0 = /c do 
D{xi) := D{xi) \ M ; 
f lag := true; 
return flag; 
Algorithm 7: Enforcing NC* on a W C S P 
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Star Arc Consistency 
Definition 2.11 [43] Given a W C S P k). 
• The value a G D{xi) is arc consistent with respect to a binary constraint Cij 
if there exists b e D(xj) such that Cij {a, b) = 0. Such a value is called a 
support of a € D[xi). 
• A variable Xi is star arc consistent (AC*) if it is N C * and each value in D{xi) 
is arc consistent with respect to all binary constraints restricting Xi. 
• P is AC* iff all variables are AC*. 
Notice that AC* collapses to A C when the W C S P is a CSR AC* helps extract cost 
information hidden in binary constraints and expresses it as unary costs and C^. 
Consider the following example. 
Example 9 The W C S P in Figure 2.8(a) is N C * but not AC*. The value a G D{xi) 
is not arc consistent. If a is assigned to Xi, no matter what value X2 takes, the binary 
constraint returns a cost of at least 1. Figure 2.8(b) shows an equivalent W C S P 
which is AC*. Such information can be read through the unary cost of a G D{x2). 
0<pi = Cpi 二二 
a 
o X o 〇 
o 〇 〇 D (a) Original W C S P (b) After projecting from C12 to C i (< 
Figure 2.8: Enforcing AC* 
To enforce arc consistency for the value v G D{xi) with respect to Cij, pro-
jection from Cij to Ci(a) is performed. A projection of the cost a, where 0 < 
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a < min{C5(£)|£[a:i] = ？;}, from Cs to Ci{a) is defined as a transformation from 
{Cs,Ci)io (C^,C;),such that 
⑩ ） = 
c m = 
Ci{v) © a ,if V = a\ 
Q[v) otherwise. 
Cs{t) e a Mi[xi] = a 
CsW otherwise. 
Such a transformation preserves the equivalence of a W C S P [23]. By projecting a 
cost of min{C,:j(a, v)\v G D(xj)] from Cij to Ci(a), a support of the value a G 
D(xi) can be formed, since there must exist a pair (a, b) with b G D(xj) having 
zero cost after the transformation. 
For example, to transform the W C S P from Figure 2.8(a) to Figure 2.8(b), a cost 
of 1 is projected from C u to Ci{b). This produces the support a e D(X2) (and also 
b e D(x2))fora e D{xi). 
Larrosa and Schiex give the W-AC*3 algorithm to enforce A C * of a W C S P 
[43] based on the AC—3 algorithm. They also show by the time complexity that the 
W-AC*3 algorithm must terminate. 
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Full Directional Arc Consistency 
Definition 2.12 [42] Given a W C S P V, C, k). 
• The value b € D{xj) is a/w// support of a value a G D(xi) if Cij{a, b) © 
Cj[b) = 0. 
參 
拳 
The value a e D[xi) is directional arc consistent with respect to a binary 
constraint Cij where j > i\f there exists a full support in D{xj). 
A variable Xi is star directional arc consistent (DAC*) if it is N C * and each 
value in its domain is directional arc consistent with respect to all binary 
constraints Cij where j > i. 
P fully star directional arc consistent (FDAC*) iff all variables are A C * 
and DAC*. 
Notice that FDAC* collapses to A C when the W C S P is a CSP. 
Example 10 The W C S P in Figure 2.9(a) is AC* but not FDAC*. The value a G 
D{xi) does not have a full support, since Ci2(a, v) © C2{v) > 1 for all value 
V G D{x2). Figure 2.9(d) shows the equivalent W C S P which is FDAC*. 
To enforce directional arc consistency for a value a G D{xi), two operations are 
required: 
• extension from Cj(v) to Cij for each v G D(xj), and; 
• projection from Cij to Ci{a). 
The projection operation is discussed earlier in AC*. The extension is a reverse 
operation of projection. An extension of the cost a, where 0 < a < Ci{a), from 
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(c) After projecting from C12 to C i (a) (d) After enforcing N C * 
Figure 2.9: Enforcing FDAC* 
Ci(a) to Cs is defined as a transformation from (C5, Ci) to (C^, C;')’ such that: 
C'/M = 
c m = 
Ci(v) 0 a ,if V = a; 
Ci(v) otherwise. 
I Cs(i)®a ,\fi OC =a: 
CsW otherwise. 
Such a transformation also preserves the equivalence of a W C S P [23]. By extending 
a cost of Cj(b) from Qj to Cj{b) for every b G D{xj), a support of the value a e 
D{xi) in D{xj) is the full support, since C-j (a, b) = 0 implies Cij(a, b)^Cj(b) = 0. 
For example, to transform the W C S P from Figure 2.9(a) to Figure 2.9(d), first a 
cost of 1 is extended from C2(a) to Cu, transforming the W C S P into that depicted 
Figure 2.9(b). By projecting a cost of 1 from C u to Ci(a), a full support a e D(x2) 
is produced from a G D(xi), as shown in Figure 2.9(c). By enforcing N C * on xi, 
C0 is increased by 1 and the W C S P is FDAC*. 
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Larrosa and Schiex give the FDAC* algorithm to enforce FDAC* of a W C S P 
[42]. The algorithm makes use of two propagation queues to enforce AC* and 
DAC* separately. They also show that the FDAC* algorithm must terminate, since 
the algorithm has a bounded time complexity. 
Existential Directional Arc Consistency 
Definition 2.13 [26] Given a W C S P P(A', V, C, k). 
• A variable Xi is existential arc consistent if there exists at least one value 
V G D(xi) such that Ci(v) = 0 and it has a full support with respect to every 
binary constraints Cij. Such a value v is called the fully supported value of 
工i. 
• P is existential arc consistent (EAC*) if every variables are star node and 
existential arc consistent. 
• P is existential directional arc consistent (EDAC*) if it is F D A C * and EAC*. 
Notice that E D AC* collapses to A C when W C S P s collapses CSPs. If a variable 
Xi is not EAC*, for each value a € D{xi), there exists a constraint Cij G C such 
that Cij (a, b) © Cj{b) © Ci{a) > 0 for 6 E D{xj). By enforcing the existence of 
full supports in D{xj) for the value a G D{xi), C^ can be increased further. W e 
demonstrate this idea in the following example. 
Example 1 1 Consider the W C S P in Figure 2.10(a). The W C S P is FDAC* but not 
EAC*. Consider the variable x^,. If x^, takes the value a, the solution must have a 
cost at least 1, since ⑷ > 1 for every v € D(x2)\ similarly, if xs takes 
the value b, the solution also has a cost of at least 1, since Ci3(a, v) 0 Ci{v) > 1 
for every v e D{xi). As a result, the solution should have a cost of at least 1. 
To further increase C0, we first extend the unary costs of 1 from Ci(b) to C13 
and also from C2(b) to C23, resulting in Figure 2.10(b). Projection from the binary 
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constraints to C3 results in Figure 2.10(c). By enforcing N C * on 2:3, the W C S P is 
EDAC*，and the lower bound is increased by 1, as shown in Figure 2.10(d). 
〇 
(a) Initial (b) After extension 
Cp!= 
(c) After projection (d) Resultant W C S P 
Figure 2.10: Enforcing E D AC* 
Givry et a/.gives the E D A C * algorithm to enforce E D A C * of a W C S P [26]. 
The algorithm makes use of three propagation queues to enforce EAC*, DAC*, and 
AC* separately. They also show that the E D A C * algorithm must terminate, since 
the algorithm has a bounded time complexity. 
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2.3 Global Constraints 
Global constraints are one of the key elements for the success of CSPs. A global 
constraint is a constraint in CSPs involving non-fixed number of variables with a 
expressive and concise meaning [7]. W e write a global constraint as GC{S, pi, 
P2, ...，Pn), where GC is the name of the global constraint, S C X is the subset of 
variable restricted by the constraint, and pi,p2,..., Pn are the parameters specifying 
by the semantic of the constraint. 
One commonly used global constraint is the allDif f erent() constraint, which 
requires all variables to take distinct values [44’ 60]. For example, the constraint 
allDif f erent({:ri，X2,2:3}) enforces that Xi, X2, and x^ must take distinct val-
ues, i.e. assignments such as (a, a, b) are not allowed. 
The benefits of using global constraints in CSP are mainly due to their "glob-
ality": a global constraint usually captures the semantic of a conjunction of con-
straints involving fewer variables. Thus, during consistency enforcement, a global 
constraint removes more infeasible values that the corresponding conjunctions of 
constraints. For instance, the allDif f erentCS*) constraint can be decomposed 
into a set of inequalities Cdec = {^i + 工、t S !\i + j}. If 5 = {xi, X2,0:3}, 
and D{xi) = D{x2) = {0,1} and D{x3) = {1, 2}’ C— is (G)AC but the constraint 
allDif f e r e n t⑶ is not. However, removing 1 G D{xs) makes it GAC. 
In general, enforcing G A C for a CSP is a NP-Hard task [14]. However, G A C 
for some global constraints can be enforced in polynomial time using different tech-
niques. Examples are matching theory [60], flow theory [61, 8, 13, 50], memoiza-
tion [56, 37], and computational geometry [4]. 
Global constraints are hard in nature, but they can be reformulated to soft global 
constraints, which return how much the original constraints are violated. W e write 
the soft form of a crisp global constraint GCiS) as s o f t _ G C ^ ( 5 ) , where is a cost 
measure. It is a function mapping a tuple to a cost in a cost valuation structure 
V{k) [9]. If a tuple i e C(S) satisfies the constraint GC(), sof t_GC"⑶ returns a 
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zero cost; otherwise, it returns the cost computed by /i. Given a global constraint, 
two generic soft variants can be defined, namely decomposition-based violation 
s〇f based on iidec and variable-based violation sof t-GC^^Q based on 
A W [58]. 
Definition 2.14 [58] Given a global constraint GCiS) and a tuple i G C{S) violat-
ing GC. 
• Assume 00(5) can be decomposed into a set of constraints Cdec The decomposition-
based violation s〇f returns the number of constraints in Cdec that i 
violates. 
• The variable-based violation sof returns the minimum number of 
variable assignments requires to change in I such that GC is satisfied. 
Example 12 Given the a l l D i f f erent({a:i,工2,2:3,3:4}) constraint and the tuple 
i = (a, a, a, b). 
• s〇f t_allDif f erent—0 returns 3. The allDif f erent({xi, X2, 2:3, X4}) 
constraint can be decomposed into a set of inequalities between difference 
pairs of variables. Thus, the number of violating inequalities is equal to the 
number of pairs of variables having the same values. By simple counting, 
there are three pairs of a，s. 
• s〇f t-allDif f e r e n t ^ O returns 2. At least two variables in {xi,x2, X3, X4} 
requires to change their values in order to make all values distinct. 
Based on the nature of global constraints, different violation measure besides 
IJ^var and fidec Can be defined for the same global constraint. Consistency enforce-
ment for soft global constraints will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4 for CSPs 
and Chapter 5 for WCSPs. In these chapters, flow theory is applied for efficient 
enforcement. 
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2.4 Flow Theory 
Flow theory is heavily used for handling global constraints For the detailed infor-
mation of this section, readers can refer to the books written by Lawler [45] and 
Coreman et a/. [25]. 
A flow network G is defined as a tuple {V, E, w, c, d, s, t). V is a set of vertices 
connected by a set of edges e £ E C V x V. Each edge e G ^ has a weight We, a 
capacity Ce and a demand de. The flow from the source s to the sink t with a value 
a is defined as a function / h ]R satisfying the following properties: 
1. The amount of flow going out from s is equal to the amount of flow going 
into t: 
X fsu= E fut = Oi 
{s,u)eE {u,t)eE 
2. For each node v E V except s and t, the amount of incoming flow must equal 
the amount of out-going flow: 
〉: juv —〉: fvu = 0 
{u,v)eE {v,u)eE 
3. For each edge e e E, de < fe < Cg. 
Given a flow /, the cost of a flow is defined as cost(f) = X^eejs 川e/e. 
Example 13 Figure 2.11 shows an example of a flow network. The label {de, Cg) 
on the edge e shows the demand and the capacity of the edge e. W e denote the 
edges with zero weight by solid lines and those with unit weight by dashed lines. 
The thick edges in Figure 2.11 show a flow on the network. The flow has a value of 
2 and a cost of 1. 
The minimum cost flow problem of the value a is to find the flow of value a 
from s to t in G such that its cost is minimum. If a is not given , we assume that a 
is the maximum value among all possible flow, i.e. we only consider the maximum 
flow. 
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Figure 2.11: A sample flow network 
To solve minimum cost flow problem, various approaches are developed. Two 
of those are the successive shortest path algorithm [ 18] and the cycle-cancelling al-
gorithm [38]. The successive shortest path algorithm successively adds flows along 
the shortest paths between s and t until the value of total flows reaches the require-
ment or no more flows can be added. The cycle-cancelling algorithm modifies an 
existing flow of value a to be the one with minimum cost by removing negative 
cycles in the residual network induced from the flow. 
Given a flow f in a network G with minimum cost, another problem of interests 
is to find the new flow f with minimum cost if /g is increased by s for a specific 
edge e e E, i.e. = /g + s. It can be computed as follows [62, 71]: we find the 
cycle Cuv containing e = (u, v) in the residual network which c^ ®^ < £ for 
e G Cuv The new flow f is constructed as /‘ = /g 十 £ if e G Cuv and = fe 
otherwise. The correctness is guaranteed by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.15 [62, 71] cost{f') = cost{f) + If Cuv does not 
exist, f' does not exist. 
Theorem 2.15 reduces the problem into finding a shortest path from v to u, which 
is faster than finding a new minimum cost flow from scratch. 
Chapter 3 
Related Work 
The following research areas are close to our research topics: soft constraints in 
classical (COPs), global constraints, and local consistency in WCSPs. Previous 
work of handling soft constraints in classical COPs are related to the contents in 
Chapter 4. New results on global constraints and local consistency in W C S P s are 
discussed in Chapter 5. In this section, we briefly discuss the development of these 
areas to place our work in context. 
3.1 Handling Soft Constraints in COPs 
Soft constraints can be handled in COPs by Petit et al.'s "SasH" approach [57]. 
The cost returned by each constraint can be modelled as a variable. The optimality 
of the solutions is modelled by different objective function based on different cost 
valuation structure. Under this framework, not just weighted CSPs [68], but also 
other soft constraint frameworks like possibilistic CSPs [29], fuzzy CSPs[70], and 
partial CSPs [31J can be solved using only C O P solvers with classical consistency 
notions. 
Among all soft-constrained problems, over-constrained problems have been stud-
ied for a long time. Many techniques have been proposed to deduce a lower bound 
of the optimal solutions and remove more infeasible values based on violation com-
putation. Freuder and Wallace [31] propose a modified forward checking algorithm 
39 
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to filter out the values leading to greater violation by counting how many constraints 
are violated by a value in a variable domains. Larrosa et al [41] further develop their 
idea to the consistency called reversible DAC. They also give the lower bound esti-
mation by enforcing reversible DAC. However, their works assume only soft binary 
constraints between variables. Regin et a/. [63，64] generalize their idea to n-ary 
constraints and develop new techniques to remove more values and compute lower 
bound. Petit et aL[59\ further propose a range-based algorithm, which only consid-
ers the domain bounds instead of examining each value in each domain. Although 
they only focus on partial CSPs, other soft constraint frameworks can be applied 
with slight modification 
3.2 Global Constraints 
A global constraint is a constraint, usually with high arity, with a special semantics, 
which is amenable to efficient consistency enforcement algorithms. Global con-
straints are one of the keys for the success of constraint programming. While global 
constraints are originally developed for classical constraint satisfaction, their im-
portance in soft computation has caught on attention in recent years. In this section, 
we review developments in both hard and soft global constraints. 
3.2.1 Hard Global Constraints 
Different techniques can be used to enforce generalized arc consistency (GAC) [53] 
on a global constraint. One common technique is flow theory. Examples are the 
GCC [61], same [8], and RANGE [13] constraints. The constraints are modelled as 
a flow network, in which an admissible tuple amounts to a maximum flow in the 
network. 
Besides flow theory, other techniques have been applied to achieve G A C for 
global constraints. The allDif ferent and symmetric alldif f constraints 
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can be modelled as a graph, in which a matching corresponds to an accepting tu-
ple. Dynamic programming techniques have been applied to enforce G A C for the 
S E Q U E N C E [72], regular [56], and C F G C G [37] constraints. Beldiceanu and 
Carlsson [4] also demonstrate how the nonOverlapping constraint can main-
tain G A C by using the sweeping line techniques in computational geometry. Notice 
that not all global constraints can maintain G A C in polynomial time. For those con-
straints, approximation algorithms are applied to remove some infeasible values in 
polynomial time [69, 65]. 
3.2.2 Soft Global Constraints 
Soft (global) constraints are cost functions returning a violation costs, instead of 0 
or 1 by their hard counterparts. The development focuses on different techniques 
to compute the minimum violation cost among all tuples. For example, Baptiste 
et al.[]] give algorithms for enforcing the soft variants of the global constraints 
capturing the One-Machine scheduling problems using O R techniques. 
Flow theory is also heavily used for handling soft global constraints. Petit 
et a/.[58] first make use of flow theory to compute the minimum cost returned 
by soft.allDif f erent^^^. Van Hoeve et al.[71 ] follows a similar idea and 
model the soft allDif f erent, GCC, same and regular constraints as a flow 
model with cost on each edge. A minimum cost among all maximum flows is 
equal to the minimum violation cost returned. Metivier et a/. [51] also model the 
sof t—allDif f erent"術 constraint as a flow network, but the cost of a tuple 
is not directly equal to the cost of the corresponding flow. Maher et a/. [50] de-
rive the flow network of S O F T . S E Q U E N C E from its linear programming model, the 
structure of which is different from the networks mentioned above. 
Beldiceannu and Petit [9] further give a general framework of representing the 
violation cost of a given global constraint based on the graph-based framework 
of global constraints [3]. Global constraints are modelled as a graph with a set 
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of primitive constraints, and violation costs can be computed through the numeric 
operations between different quantities from the corresponding graph. If soft global 
constraints are encoded by the SasH approach, G A C can be enforced by the classical 
graph-based filtering [5]. Beldiceanu et al[6] also show that a global constraint 
can be modelled as a finite automaton. The soft-regular抓『constraint can be 
applied for computing the violation cost. Bessiere et a/. [12] also use a similar idea 
to model the soft SLIDE constraint using the soft r e g u l a r constraint. 
Similar to hard global constraints, computation of minimum violation cost for 
soft global constraints can be NP-hard. Examples are the s〇f t_allDif f erent〜" 
[51] and S O F T A L L E Q U A L G [34] constraints. Approximation algorithms have been 
developed to compute the minimum cost [51, 34]. 
3.3 Local Consistency in Weighted CSP 
The W C S P framework is useful in modelling many problems with soft constraints. 
Various consistency notions have been developed to prune search efficiently. Exam-
ples are N C * [43], AC* [43], FDAC* [42], and E D A C * [26]. Stronger consistency 
notions, namely O S A C [23] and VAC [21], are also defined, but efficient enforce-
ment requires a relaxation of cost valuation structure V{K) to real numbers. These 
consistency notions have been successfully applied to solve many combinatorial 
optimization problems. One example is the radio link frequency problems [19]. 
Consistency notions that only consider domain bounds are also developed. Bound 
arc consistency (BAC*) [74] is introduced to handle the W C S P s with large domain 
size. It only requires simple supports for boundary values in the variables domains. 
It is relatively weak but runs faster than AC*. Zytnicki et <2/.demonstrate the effi-
ciency of enforcing BAC* using non-coding R N A gene localization problems [74]. 
Consistency notions for non-binary constraints in W C S P s are also defined. AC, 
F D A C and E D A C for ternary constraints are introduced to solve the Mendelian 
error detection problems in genetics [67]. They are defined based on supports: a 
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simple support of a value a G D[Xp) is the pair of values (b, c), where b e D(xq) 
and c 6 D{xr), such that Cpqr{ci, b, c) = 0. It is also a full support if the related 
binary constraints (Cpq, Cpr, and Cgr) and unary constraints (Cq and CV) also return 
zero cost. Similar idea can be applied to n-ary constraints to form complete k-
consistency [24]. However, the time and space complexity increase exponentially 
as the arity increases, making these consistency notions impractical for general n-
nary constraints. 
Chapter 4 
“Soft as Hard，，Approach 
In this chapter, the "Soft as Hard" approach is discussed. It models a problem with 
soft constraints into a COP, which is solvable by classical C O P solvers. W e first 
discuss the transformation given by Petit et aL[51]. Based on this transformation, 
Petit et al. [58] and van Hoeve et al. [71 ] develop a set of soft global constraints called 
flow-based soft global constraints, which G A C can be enforced in polynomial time 
after the transformation. However, in the presence of unary soft constraints, G A C 
cannot remove more infeasible values. Thus, we enhance G A C to cost-based GAC, 
a consistency that puts unary constraints into consideration and thus removes more 
values than GAC. Lastly, we show how the new approach improve in performance 
when compared with the general approach experimentally. 
4.1 The General “Soft as Hard” Approach 
The "soft as hard" (SasH) approach is a transformation from a problem with soft 
constraints, for example a WCSP, to a reified COP [57], which is solvable by clas-
sical C O P solvers with classical consistency notions. The transformation is defined 
using W C S P s as follows. 
Definition 4.1 Given a W C S P P C, k). The reified COP, written as 
reif ied(P)={^'\ V^, C'\ obj), is constructed as follows: 
44 
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• X^ = X VJ Z, where Z = {^^sIC^ G C) are the cost variables. 
• D^{xi) = D(xi) for Xi G A", and D^{zs) = {0，...，/c — C 0 - 1} for each 
G Z. If/c-C^ < 1’ D^{zs) 二 0. 
• C丨I contains the following hard constraints: 
一 C》u{2s} is the reified constraint associated with each C5 € C defined as 
Cs(i) < zs for each tuple i G C{S). 
- C ' z is the boundary constraint defined as C0 0 zs < k. 
• obj = 00 0 ①印ez 
Example 14 Given a W C S P as shown in Figure 4.1，the corresponding reified C O P 
is {{xi,X2} U Z, obj), where: 
• Z = {2:1,2:2,212}, and D’似={0’ 1，2’ 3} for each ^  € Z; 
• D''{xi) = {a, c, d} and D''{x2) = {6, d}-, 












The constraint C i is defined as O 0 © 0 © 之 12 < 4. 
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• obj = C0® Zi® Z2® Zi2. 
46 
C0 = O 
X2 
G :(2> /X 0 
Figure 4.1: A W C S P with k = 4： 
The reified C O P is not GAC, since there are no tuples in L({xi, 2:2}) such that the 
cost returned by Cu is 0, i.e. 0 G D^(zi2) has no support. To enforce GAC, the 
value 0 in D(zi2) must be removed, 
A reified C O P preserves the solutions of the corresponding WCSP. Given a 
W C S P P = V, C, k) and its reified C O P reif ied(P)=(;t""’ C"’ obj). The 
solution of P and the optimal solution of reif ieci(P) are related by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 The tuple G is an optimal solution of reif ied(P) if 
and only if is a solution of P. 
Proof: Since Xi = for all Xi e X in reified(P), and Csi^soii^]) < 
zs, to minimize the objective, ^ Izs] = Thus, obj(/") = C^ ® 
① c s e c ⑶ 勿 ] 推 ] ) . 
If is an optimal solution of reif ied(P), there does not exist a tuple i e 
L[X) such that cost(£) < obj = . Thus, by the definition,[；If] is 
the solution of P. 
Conversely, if igoi ^ C[X、is a solution of P, by assigning ZS to the value 
soils]), we can construct a solution 6 such that obj = cost(£soi). 
By definition, cost(£sol.) is optimal, which implies the optimality of • 
Theorem 4.2 not just show that C O P solvers can solve WCSPs, but also im-
plies that enforcing G A C on a reified C O P preserves solutions of the corresponding 
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WCSP. However, the enforcement on a reified C O P still requires exponential time 
complexity in general. However, for a soft global constraint, G A C of the corre-
sponding reified constraint can be enforced in polynomial time. In the following, 
we focus on a particular set of soft global constraints defined by van Hoeve et al [71 ] 
c'dUtd flow-based soft global constraints. 
A soft global constraint Cs is flow-based if it can be represented by a flow 
network G such that mm{cost{f)} = min{C*s(£)}，where / is a maximum flow 
[71]. G A C of reified flow-based soft global constraints ^ ^。{：丨} can be enforced 
using the flow network G, as shown in Algorithm 8 [71]. For each value v € D{xi), 
the algorithm computes the minimum cost of the tuple with {xi ^  v} at line 6 by 
computing the corresponding flow /' with minimum cost in the network G. Such a 
cost can be computed using the successive shortest path algorithm, or incrementally 
by using Theorem 2.15. If the minimum cost exceeds max{D^{zs)), the value is 
removed at line 7. In the last step (line 9), the algorithm computes the minimum 
cost returned by Cs, and updates m\n{]y^{zs)). 
Procedure enforceGAC(C�u{2s}) 
lb := oo; 
construct G from Cs', 
foreach Xi e S do 
foreach v e D'^{xi) do 
compute f' which corresponding to min{C5(^)|^[xi] = ^；}; 
if cost{f') > ma.x(D\zs)) then D^(xi) := D^(xi) \ {v}\ 
if costlf ) < lb then lb cost(J'、\ 8 
10 
if lb > mm(D^(zs)) then mm{D''{zs)) ：= lh\ 
Algorithm 8: Enforcing G A C on C^ if C s is flow-based 
Example 15 We use the allDif f erentCS") constraint as an example. Van Hoeve 
et a/.[71] shows that the s o f t . a l l D i f f constraint is flow-based. 
The corresponding flow network G[V, E, w, c, d, s, t) is constructed as follows [71]. 
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• E = EsU EsU Eyio, where 
- = {(5, xi)\xi e 5} with zero weight and unit capacity; 
-Es = {(xj, v)\v G D{xi)} with zero weight and unit capacity, and; 
-Eyio = {(?;, t)i\i = 1,..., Uy}, where riy is the number of variable 
domains containing v, and each edge (v, t)i G E* has a unit capacity 
and a weight of i — 1. 
• All edges have zero demand. 
Given S = {xi, X2,2:3，2:4} and 2:1234, with the domain D^{XI) = {a, c}, D红(工2)= 
{6,c}, D^'ixs) = {b}, D''{x4) = {6,c}, and D''{zu3a) = {0,1}. To enforce GAC 
on its reified version, the network is first constructed as shown in Figure 4.2(a). The 
flow with minimum cost is shown by the thick edges. The flow corresponds to the 
tuple (a, b, b, c), which has a cost of 1. Thus, (2:1234)) increases from 0 to 1. 
(a) The flow network with the flow corre- (b) The flow network with the flow cor-
sponding to (a, b, 6, c) responding to (c, b, b, c) 
Figure 4.2: The flow networks corresponding to the s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t如 c ( ) 
constraint 
Consider {xi H c}. To compute the minimum cost of the tuple with {xi H-)- C}, 
we apply Theorem 2.15. The result is shown in Figure 4.2(b), corresponding to the 
tuple (c, 6, b, c). The flow implies the tuple with {xi c} must have a cost as least 
2. Since max(Z)"(zi234)) = l,c e D^{xi) is removed. 
The time complexity of Algorithm 8 depends on 0(K), the time complexity of 
finding minimum cost flow. In the worst case, it requires 0(nd . K) for a reified 
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constraint Cg^^^^y where n = |S^ |’ d = maXa;.es{|D(xi)|}. However, the time 
complexity can be reduced since line 6 can be computed incrementally using The-
orem 2.15 or other faster algorithms. For example, Van Hoeve et a/.achieves a time 
complexity of 0{K+\E\) for the reified constraint of s o f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t 办 c() 
through decomposition of the corresponding residual networks into strongly con-
nected components [71]. 
Notice that Algorithm 8 is also applicable to other flow-based soft global con-
straints, like the S〇FT_SEQUENCE constraint [50]. Although the constraint 
s 〇 f t - a l l D i f f e r e n t " ” a r [51] can be represented as a flow network, it is not 
flow-based by definition since the cost of the maximum flow is not directly equal to 
the cost of the corresponding tuple. However, Algorithm 8 can still be applicable 
with slight modification. 
By encoding W C S P s into COPs, current classical solvers can be reused to solve 
W C S P s with G A C enforcement. However, more infeasible values can be removed 
by grouping several soft constraints together into consideration [64]. In the next 
section, we introduce cost-based GAC, a stronger consistency made for a reified 
COP. 
4.2 Cost-based GAC 
Enforcing G A C on a reified C O P cannot remove infeasible values in some cases. 
Consider this example. 
Example 16 The C O P below is the reified C O P corresponding to the W C S P in 
Figure 4.1 after enforcing GAC: 
• = {XuX2,Zi,Z2,Zi2}-, 
• D'^ix,) = {a,c,d}, D^(x2) = {b,d}, 
D'^izi) = D^{z2) = {0’ 1’ 2,3}’ - { 1 , 2 , 3 } ’ and; 
塞 r>h — f /^h f^h 广/i 
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No value can be removed from D[xi) and D[x2). However, if xi takes the value d, 
no matter what value X2 takes, Cu returns a cost of at least 2. Since Ci{d) = 2, the 
resultant tuple always has the objective value greater than the upper bound 4. Thus, 
d e D{xi) cannot be any part of solutions, i.e. should be removed. 
Example 16 shows that in the presence of unary constraints, more logical reasoning 
can be made to remove more values. W e formulate such reasoning into cost-based 
consistency. 
Definition 4.3 Given a W C S P P = k) with the corresponding reified 
C O P reified(P)=(A'^, C"’ obj). 
• A reified constraint with > 1 is cost-based consistent if for each 
value V G D{xi) with Xi G S, there exists a tuple i G C(S) with £ 
such that: 
CsW®Ci{v)®C0® 0 mm{D{zT)) < k 
X, 
cvec\ Cs.Ci] 
Such a tuple is the cost-based support of a value v G D{xi) with respect to 
• A reified constraint Cgu{zs} with > 1 is cost-based GAC if it is G A C and 
cost-based consistent. 
• reif ied(P) is cost-based G A C iff it is G A C and all reified constraints 
Cgu{zs} with l^ l > 1 are cost-based GAC. 
Example 17 The reified C O P in Example 16 is G A C but not cost-based G A C since 
^{X1,X2,Z12} is not cost-based consistent. The value d e D{xi) does not have the 
cost-based support with respect to C^ xux2,zi2}- 丁。enforce cost-based consistency, 
d e D{xi) is removed. The resultant C O P becomes: 
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= = {0,1,2,3}, -{1,2,3}, and; 
The resultant C O P is now cost-based GAC. 
Compared with GAC, cost-based G A C must be stronger, since cost-based G A C 
implies G A C by definition. In general, we can define the comparison in terms of 
implication. 
Definition 4.4 A consistency (3 is stronger than another consistency 7，written as 
> 7, if a problem P is 7 whenever P is (5. Moreover, (3 is equivalent to 7，written 
as 三 7’ if 7 〉 a n d /? > 7. 
Intuitively, if (5 is stronger than 7, values which are not pruned by enforcing 7 
may be removed by enforcing (3. If more values are removed, less search space 
is explored, leading to reduction in time when solving problems. Based on the 
definition above, we formulate the comparison between G A C and cost-based G A C 
as the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5 cost-based G A C > GAC. 
Theorem 4.5 suggests that it is more desirable to enforce cost-based G A C when 
solving problems as it removes more search space. 
Algorithm 9 enforces cost-based G A C for the reified constraint formulated from 
a non-unary soft constraint. It repeatedly remove values in each variable domain 
that do not have a support (the first condition at line 8) or a cost-based support (the 
second condition at line 8). The iteration stops when no domains are modified. 
Lastly, mm{D^{zs)) increases for enforcing G A C at line 14. Algorithm 9 triggers 
when D^{x) or D'^{z) is changed for any a: G 5 and 2： G Z. The repeat-loop must 
terminate, since eventually there must exist a variable whose domain is wiped out. 
Besides, Algorithm 9 preserves solutions. If a value v G D{xi) is part of a solution, 
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1 Procedure enforceCBGAC(C》uz) 
repeat 
changed := false; 
foreach € S do 
foreach v e D^{xi) do 
Ibl := mm{Csl^)\i[xi] = v}-, 
lb2 := Ibl e Ci{v) e c ^ e ©c^ec\{cs,c.} min(L>^(^r))： 
if/61 > max(Zy^Os)) orlb2 > k then 
D\xi) \ {v}-






until -n changed ； 
lb := min{C5M}； 
if/6> min(D'^(4))then 
min(i>(4)) ：二 lb.. 
Algorithm 9: Enforcing cost-based G A C 
it must satisfy Ibl < m8ix{D'^{zs)) and lb2 < k. Thus, v is not removed during 
iteration. 
The time complexity of Algorithm 9 depends on computing min{Cs(^)}. In 
general, it is exponential in the arity of the constraint C s due to the computa-
tion of Ibl = However, if Cs is a flow-based soft global constraint, 
niin{Cs(0} can be computed in the time complexity of finding the minimum cost 
flow {0{K)). Thus the time complexity of Algorithm 9 is 0{in?d? . K). The repeat-
loop iterates at most 0(nd). Since each iteration requires 0(nd • K), the overall 
time complexity is • K). Again, the time complexity can be reduced by 
using Theorem 2.15 or other faster algorithms. For example, the van Hoeve et a/.'s 
approach [71 ] reduces the time complexity enforcing cost-based G A C for the reified 
constraint of s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t 众 t o 0{K + nd\E\). 
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4.3 Empirical Results 
In this section, we test empirically on the efficiency of cost-based G A C compared 
with GAC. W e implemented the reified version of s〇f t_allDif f erent办c() jn 
ILOG Solver 6.0. The benchmark instance is the soften version of the all-interval 
series (probOO? in CSPLib [32]) and the n-queens problems. 
The all-interval series problem of order n is to find a series (si,..., s„) such that 
it is a permutation of {0，...，n—1} and the adjacent differences di = |si —Si+i|’ i = 
{1,..., n — 1} are distinct. For example, the series (0,1,3,2) is not the solution, 
since the differences |0 - 1| and |3 — 2| is the same. The series-(0,3，1，2) is the 
solution. 
One of the CSP models of all-interval series problems is to use {sj and {cij} as 
variables to denote the elements and the adjacent difference respectively. They have 
the domains {0,... n-1}. The constraints consists of two sets: two allDif f erentQ 
constraints on {s^} and {di} respectively, and a set of arithmetic constraints di = 
Si — 5i+i| for each i = 1,…，n — 1. 
The n-queens problems is to place n queens on a n x n chessboard such that 
no two queens are on the same rows, columns, and diagonals. One of the CSP 
models is to use {x^} as variables to denote the placement of the queen. One 
allDifferentQ constraint on all variables is placed to restrict all queens on 
different rows. W e also use a set of arithmetic constraints \xi — Xj\ + |z — j| for 
each z, j = 1,..., n — 1 to restrict all queens on different diagonals. 
To soften the CSP models into W C S P models, the allDifferentQ con-
straints are replaced by s〇 f t _ a l l D i f f erent"^ec() ^q model the case we allow 
the series to contain repeated values. Besides, a random unary cost ranging from 
0 to 9 is placed on each value in each variable domain to model the preference on 
each assignment. 
During the experiment, variables are assigned in lexicographical order starting 
from {xi} to {di}. Value assignments start from the value with minimum unary cost. 
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The experiment is conducted on a Sun Blade 2500 (2 x 1.6GHz USIIIi) machine 
with 2GB memory. The average runtime and the number of nodes of five random 
instances are measured for each value of n with no initial upper bound. The runtime 
reflects how fast the problem is solved, while the number of nodes reflects the effect 
of pruning the search space by enforcing certain consistency. 
(a) n-queens problems (b) All-Interval series 
n 
G A C cost-based G A C 
n 
G A C cost-based G A C 
Time(s) N o d e s Tinie(s) N o d e s Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
10 6.6 9116.6 6.8 8342.8 8 1.6 777.0 1.9 677.6 
11 33.3 40982.8 34.3 37396.0 9 3.9 1480.4 4.6 1271.6 
12 128.0 142787.6 132.0 130144.4 10 56.8 17753.8 65.3 14661.8 
13 499.3 636786.6 500.1 589675.6 11 70.1 16149.6 • 83.0 13943.0 
14 1052.5 802649.4 1081.7 734560.2 12 214.9 38438.6 255.0 32599.4 
15 2958.9 2355807.2 3000.4 2146134.0 13 3132.5 482139.2 3253.6 363831.2 
Table 4.1: The time (in second) and the number of nodes for solving reified COPs 
by enforcing G A C and cost-based GAC. 
The result is shown in Table 4.1. The results on the number of nodes match 
the theoretical strength of the consistencies. Enforcing cost-based G A C can remove 
more infeasible values at each search node. However, when compared by time, it 
requires more time to solve an instance. Cost-based G A C can remove more values, 
but it requires more time to enforce at each search node. If the reduction in a search 
trees is small, the decrease in time used in searching cannot compensate the increase 
in time used in consistency enforcement. This results in an increase in runtime. 
However, as we believe that with more efficient implementation, enforcing cost-
based G A C is worthwhile. 
Chapter 5 
Weighted CSP Approach 
Another way to solve problems with soft constraints is to model them into W C -
SPs and solve by branch-and-bound search with consistency enforcement. In this 
chapter, we discuss the consistency enforcement when the constraints have high ar-
ity. W e focus on four consistency notions: (1) strong 0-inverse consistency (strong 
0IC), (2) generalized arc consistency star (GAC*), (3) full directional generalized 
arc consistency star (FDGAC*), and (4) existential directional generalized arc con-
sistency star (EDGAC*). These consistency notions require exponential time to 
enforce in general, but flow-based soft global constraints enjoy polynomial time 
enforcement. Last but not the least, we discuss the implementation issues for soft 
global constraints. 
5.1 Strong 0-Inverse Consistency 
The 0-inverse consistency (0IC) [74] is the consistency that only increases C^ 
but no value removal effect. In this section, we generalize 0IC into strong 0-
inverse consistency (strong 0lC), which removes infeasible values and increases 
lower bound. Unlike AC*, FDAC* and EDAC*, strong 0IC enforcement always 
transforms a W C S P into another W C S P which is unique and satisfy the consistency 
notion. Lastly, we compare the strength of the consistency, and show that strong 
0IC is equivalent to cost-based GAC, and stronger than 0lC and NC*. 
55 
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5. 0-Inverse Consistency and Strong 0-Inverse Consistency 
Strong 0-inverse consistency is based on 0-inverse consistency (0IC) [74]. The 
definition is given as follows, in terms of n-ary constraints. 
Definition 5.1 [74] Given a W C S P V, C, k). 
• A soft constraint C5 G C is 0-inverse consistent (0lC) if there exists a tuple 
i e C{S) such that Cs{i) = 0. 
• P is 0IC iff all constraints are 0lC. 
Example 18 Figure 5.1(a) shows a W C S P which is not 0lC. No matter which val-
ues are assigned to the variables, C12 returns a cost of at least 1. Figure 5.1(b) shows 




(a) not 0IC (b) 0lC 
Figure 5.1: Two equivalent W C S P s with k = A 
To enforce 0lC for a soft constraint Cs, a projection from Cs to C0 is per-
formed. A projection of a cost a, where 0 < a < min{C5(^)}, from Cs to C0 is a 
transformation from {Cs, C^) to (Q, C'^) such that: 
• C'sii) = Cs{i) e a for each tuple I € L{S)\ 
• C^ - C0 e a. 
By projecting a cost of min{Cs(-£)} from Cs to C0, 0lC can be enforced, since 
there must exist one tuple t G £(5) such that C'g{t) = 0. 
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For example, if a cost of 1 is projected from C12 to C0, the W C S P is transformed 
into Figure 5.1(b), which is 0IC. 
The procedure enforce0IC() in Algorithm 10 enforces 0lC for a W C S P 
k). 0IC of each soft constraint Cs is enforced by the procedure 0ICO， 
which performs projection from Cs to C^. 
1 Function enf orce0IC():Boolean 
flag := false; 
foreach C5 G C do 




foreach i G C{S) do Cs{i) ：= Cs{i) 0 a; 
C0 := C0 e a; 




Algorithm 10: Enforcing 0lC on a W C S P 
The time complexity of the procedure enf orce0IC() in Algorithm 10 de-
pends on the time complexity of 0 1 CO. W e abstract this time complexity as 
O{f0ic) and state the overall complexity as follows. 
Theorem 5.2 The procedure enf orce0IC() in Algorithm 10 requires O(e/0/c), 
where e = \C . 
In general, the algorithm requires exponential time complexity due to 0IC(). 
It depends on two operations: (1) computation of the minimum cost at line 8; (2) 
modification of the cost of each tuple at line 9. The first operation can be reduced to 
polynomial time for a soft global constraint. For example, van Hoeve's method on 
flow-based constraints [71] computes the minimum violation using the minimum 
cost flow algorithm in polynomial time. The second operation can be reduced to 
constant time by an implementation trick: a variable A s is associated to each con-
straint Cs, which stores the cost projected from Cs to C0. Instead of reducing the 
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cost of each tuple by a at line 9, A 5 is increased by a. Whenever a tuple < G L{S) 
queries its cost from Cs, the cost is Cs{tj © A5. 
Enforcing 0lC only increases C0 but no effect on domain reduction. For ex-
ample, in Figure 5.1 (b), the value d e D(xi) cannot be a part of any feasible tuple. 
All tuples associated with the assignment {xi ^  d} must have a cost of at least 4: 
1 from C0, 2 from Ci, and 1 from C12. To allow domain reduction, extra conditions 
are added to 0lC. This forms strong 0IC. 
Definition 5.3 Given a WCSP ^(A', V, C, k). 
• A non-unary soft constraint Cs ^C is strong 0IC if: 
- C s is 0IC, and; 
-for all V G D{xi), where Xi e S, there exists a tuple i G C(S) such 
that i[x.i\ = V and C0 © Ci{v) © Cs{i) < k. Such a tuple is called the 
0-support of the value v € D(xi) with respect to Cs. 
• P is strong 0lC if it is 0lC and all non-unary constraints are strong 0IC. 
Strong 0IC collapses to G A C in classical CSPs when the W C S P is a CSP. Although 
its definition is similar to the BAC* with 0lC [74], their strengths are incompara-
ble. B A C * requires projection on the boundary values, while we do not require 
projection on indivitual values. 
Example 19 The W C S P in Figure 5.1(b) is not strong 0IC. The value d G D(xi) 
does not have a 0-support, since C0 © Ci{d) 0 min{(7i2⑷|彻 1] = d} = A. 
Removal of d G D{xi) makes the W C S P strong 0IC. 
The procedure enf orceS0IC() in Algorithm 11 enforces strong 0IC, based 
on the W-AC*3() Algorithm [43]. The algorithm maintains a propagation queue Q 
of variables. Constraints involving variables in Q are potentially not strong 0IC. 
At each iteration, an arbitrary variable Xj is removed from Q by the function popQ 
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in constant time. The algorithm enforces strong 0lC for the constraints involved 
Xj from lines 5 to 8. The existence of 0-support is enforced by the procedure 
f ind0Support(). If domain reduction is occurred (f ind0Support() returns 
true), or C ^ increases (enf orce0IC() returns true), variables are pushed back to 
Q at line 8 and line 10 respectively, indicating that 0-supports are broken. 
1 Procedure enforceS0IC() 
while Q 0 do 
Xj ：= pop(Q); 
foreach Cs s.t. {xj} c S do 
foreach Xi G S \ {xj} do 
flag find0Support(C5, Xj); 
if f l a g then Q := Q U { x J ; 
if enforce0IC() then 
Q 々 
2 Function f ind0Supp〇rt {Cs, Xi) :Boolean 
flag := false; 
foreach v G D{xi) do 
5 a \= m i n { C — t*}; 
6 if C0 © Ci{v) ®a = k then 
D{xi) := D(Xi) \ W ; 
f lag := true; 
return flag; 
Algorithm 11: Enforcing strong 0IC of a W C S P 
The procedure enf o r c e S 0 I C O must terminate. The time complexity of the 
procedure enf 〇rceS0IC () can be analysed by abstracting the time complexity 
of f ind0Support() as O(Jstrong). Using the augment similar to the proof of 
Larrosa and Schiex's Theorems 12 and 21 [43], the complexity can be stated as 
follows. 
Theorem 5.4 The procedure enf 〇rceS0IC： () has a time complexity of 
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0{r'^edfstrong + nedf^ic)), where e = |C|, r = maxcsec{|51}，n = lA"], and 
d = Thus, enforceS0IC () must terminate. 
Proof: The while loop iterates at most 0(nd) times. In each iteration, line 7 
executes at most 0(r • times, where N{j) is the set of soft constraints 
restricting xj. Since line 9 executes at most 0{nd) times, the overall time com-
plexity is 0(rdfstrong . Ej=i + ?比".！zic) = 0{r^edfstrong + nedf^ic). 
= 0(re) holds since each constraint counts at most r times in 
- Thus, it must terminate. • 
In general, enforcing strong 0IC is exponential in the maximum arity of the soft 
constraints due to the functions enf〇rce0ICO and f ind0Supp〇rt(). As dis-
cussed before, enf orceOICO can be reduced to polynomial time for flow-based 
global constraints. Similarly, f ind0Support() can be reduced to polynomial 
time for flow-based global constraints since line 15 can be computed in polynomial 
time using minimum cost flow. Besides, similar to the G A C and cost-based G A C 
enforcement, the computation can be incremental. 
Another property we interested in is the confluence. A consistency (3 is confluent 
if its enforcement algorithm always transforms a problem P into a unique problem 
P' which is P, Confluence guarantees that we can always get the minimum domain 
size and maximum lower bound achievable by the consistency independent of the 
enforcement algorithms used. NC, AC, and G A C in the classical CSP framework 
are confluent [39]. N C * in W C S P s is also confluent, but AC* is not [43]. Since 
FDAC* [42] and E D A C * [26] imply AC*, they cannot be confluent. In the follow-
ing, we show that strong 0lC is confluent. 
Theorem 5.5 (Confluence) Given a W C S P k), there exists a unique 
W C S P V, C, k) which is strong 0lC and equivalent to P. 
Proof: In general, a strong 0IC enforcement algorithm can be described as fol-
lows. Given a W C S P P = PQ and a set of functions Fs0ic which transforms a 
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W C S P Pi{X, V\ C\ k) to k) either by enforcing 0IC for a soft con-
straint C5 G C or removing values that do not have any 0-support with respect to 
Cs from D{x), where x e S. The algorithm consists of a number of iterations. 
At the i仇 iteration, an arbitrary function fi which — Pi-i is picked from 
Fs0ic and applied on Pi-i to transform it to Pi = fi{Pi-i). The iteration stops 
when a common fix-point is reached, i.e. there exists a problem Pend such that 
f[Pend) = Pend for all f G Fs^ic- To provc the theorem, w e have to show that 
Pend is independent on the choice of the function fi at each step. 
The proof is based on the set of W C S P s p(P) reachable in the iterations and the 
function set Fsosic- W e prove the followings: (1) there exists a relation C based on 
p{P) which defines a complete lattice; (2) a common fix-point exists for Fs0ic', (3) 
if there exists more than one common fix-point, the iteration returns the least one. 
Define a relation C on p{P) as follows: 
P^ • Pj 分 ( V x e D\x) C D^(x)) A 
(ycs G c \ {cw}’ Q ⑷ < G £(5)) 
The relation defines a partial ordering since it satisfies: 
• reflective: Pi C Pi', 
• transitive: Pi Q Pj and Pj C Pk implies Pi • P^. 
• anti-symmetric: Pi C Pj and Pj • Pi implies Pi = Pj. 
The first two are easily deduced from the properties of C and <. Anti-symmetry 
can be proven as follows: if Pi • Pj and Pj • Pi, D\x) = D^{x) for each x e X, 
and W G C(S), C认t) = C^t) for each Cs G C. Thus Pi = Pj. 
Furthermore, {p{P), [〉defines a complete lattice. Given two W C S P Pi, Pj e 
p(P). The greatest lower bound gib is defined as P灿(；t^  P肿’ C帅)，where: 
• = D'(x) n D^{x) for all x e X, and; 
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• W G C{S), Cf(i) = min{Q(£), C j ^ } for each Cs G C. 
Similarly, the least upper bound lub is defined as p i仙 C化 & )， w h e r e : 
• = D'(x) U D^{x) for all x e A：, and; 
• V£e £(5), = max{Q(£), Q W } for each Cs G C. 
Consider the function f e Fs^ic- W e show the functions are monotonic with 
respect to the lattice (p(P), C). Given F^, Pj G p(P) with Pi • Pj. The function f 
transforms a problem Pi G p{P) by either removing infeasible values or increasing 
C0. In fact, either one operation preserves the ordering shown as follows: 
• Assume f removes a value v from D\x). When f is applied to Pj, f removes 
either no values, or the same value v G D^{x). The ordering is still preserved. 
• Assume f transforms Pi to P^+i and Pj to Pj+i by enforcing 0lC on a con-
straint Cs' Suppose ai is the cost projected from Cg to C ^ to make Cg 0IC, 
i.e. CsW ^ for each tuple L Thus, > a;. This implies that C j 
can only project a cost of at most ai to C0 when f is applied. Therefore, 
W e have shown that f e Fs^ic is monotonic. Besides, from the termination 
proof of Theorem 5.4, a common fix-point must exist. By Krzysztof's Stabilization 
Lemma [39], Pend is the least common fix-point, i.e. Pend ^  P' for P' G p'’ where 
is a set of common fix-points. Thus, Pend is the gib of the subset Thus, Pend 
is unique for each P. m 
This section concludes the theoretical analysis of strong 0lC. In the next sec-
tion, we compare the strength of strong 0lC with other existing consistency notions. 
5.1.2 Comparison with Other Consistencies 
In this section, we compare the strength of strong 0lC with other consistency no-
tions using the definition defined in Theorem 4.4. W e first consider NC*. Then we 
compare with the consistency notions in the SasH approach. 
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W e first compare strong 0lC with NC*. Figure 5.1(a) has given an example that 
NC* cannot be stronger than strong 0IC. W e only show that strong 0lC is stronger 
than NC* as follows. 
Theorem 5.6 Strong 0lC > NC*. 
Proof: W e show that strong 0IC implies NC*. Enforcing 0lC produces unary 
supports for unary constraints. Assume there exists a value v G D{xi) that is not 
node consistent, it must not have a 0-support with respect to any non-binary con-
straint, since C^ © Ci(y) = k implies C^ © Ci{v) © Cs{i) = k for any non-unary 
00 =V. constraint Cs with Xi e S and tuple £ G C{S) with < 
Moreover, compared with the "Soft as Hard" approach discussed in Chapter 
4, strong 0IC is stronger than GAC, and equivalent to cost-based G A C on reified 
COPs. W e show the latter by the following theorems. 
GivenaWCSPP = {X,V,C,k) and the corresponding reified C O P reif ied(P)= 
{X'\V'',C'\obj) which is cost-based GAC. The W C S P is strong 0lC, shown by 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.7 If reified(P) is cost-based GAC, P is strong 0IC. 
Proof: P is 0IC. Since reif ied(P) is GAC, for each constraint Cs, there must 
exists a tuple i G C{S) such that Csi/) < mm{D(zs)) = 0. Since Cs{^) > 0, 
there must exist a tuple i G C[S) with Cs{t) = 0. 
Besides, the cost-based support of w G D^[xi) with respect to a reified constraint 
C》u{;zs} is the 0-support of e D{xi) with respect to Cs. The cost-based support i 
must satisfy Csif) © Ci{v) © C0 © ©cvecuCsA} min(D(2;T)) < k. This implies 
Cs{i) e Ci{v) e C0 < /c, since mm(D{zT)) = 0. Thus P is strong 0lC. • 
Similarly, suppose a W C S P P = k) is strong 0IC. The corresponding 
reified C O P reified(P)= is cost-based GAC, shown by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.8 If P is strong 0IC, reified(P) is cost-based GAC. 
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Proof: First, C j is GAC. If |C| < 1, the constraint is obviously GAC. If |C| > 1，for 
each usi € D(zsJ’ to satisfy the constraint, we just let others to be 0, i.e. supports 
for each vs^  G D{zsi) exist. 
Besides, is GAC. By the definition of 0lC, there exists a tuple G 
C{S) such that Cs(i') = 0. The tuple i' can form the support of vs G D{zs) 
with respect to C*会。⑷.Besides, the 0-support £0 of v G D{xi), together with 
Vs = Cs(^0), forms a support for v e D(xi). 
Moreover, the 0-support of G D{xi) with respect to Cs is also the cost-based 
support of V e D'^(xi) with respect to C》u{2s}. The 0-support i of v e D{xi) 
must satisfy Cs{i) © Cx^{v) © C 0 < /c. Since Zlcrec\{cs,ci} niin(D(2T)) = 0, 
the 0-support qualifies to be the cost-based support. Therefore, reif ied(P) is 
cost-based GAC. • 
Theorems 5.7 and 5.8 show the equivalence of strong 0lC and cost-based GAC, 
i.e. a W C S P is strong 0IC iff its reified C O P is cost-based GAC. To summarize 
the comparison, we abuse the equivalence of the consistency 三 to represent the fact 
that enforcing cost-based G A C on a W C S P is equivalent to enforcing G A C on its 
reified COP. W e summarize as follows. 
Corollary 5.9 Given a W C S P P. 
Strong 0IC on P 三 cost-based G A C in reified(P). 
Combined with Theorem 4.5, we can deduce that if a W C S P P is strong 0lC, its 
reified C O P reif ied(P) must be GAC, i.e. strong 0IC on P must be stronger 
than G A C on reif ieci(P). W e represent this fact by the theorem as follows. 
Corollary 5.10 
Strong 0IC on P 三 cost-based G A C on reif ied(P) 
> GAConreified(P). 
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When the constraints are binary, strong 0IC cannot be stronger than AC*. In 
the next section, we show this fact by proving G A C * a generalized version of AC*, 
is stronger than strong 0IC. 
5.2 Generalized Arc Consistency Star 
The generalization of AC* has been given by Cooper and Schiex [23]. W e re-phase 
the definition with N C * requirement as follows. 
Definition 5.11 Given a W C S P P[X, V, C, k). Assume Xi e S for a variable Xi € 
A' and a constraint Cs G C. 
• A simple support of a value v 6 D(xi) with respect to a soft constraint Cs is 
a tuple i e C(S) with i[xi] = v satisfying Cs{i) = 0. 
• Xi is generalized arc consistent star (GAC*) with respect to Cs if it is N C * 
and each value v e D{xi) has a simple support with respect to Cs. 
• P is G A C * if it is N C * and each variable is G A C * with respect to all con-
straints. 
G A C * collapses to G A C when W C S P s collapse to CSPs. Moreover, G A C * is re-
duced to AC* [43] when the constraints have arity at most two, and A C [67] when 
the arity of the constraint is at most three. 
W e use the following W C S P k) in Figure 5.2(a) as an example to 
explain GAC*, where A' = {xi,2；2, X3,0:4}, D[xi) = {a, b} for i = {1,2,3,4}, 
k = 4. The constraints are shown in the form of tables. The W C S P is strong 0IC 
but not GAC*. The value a e D{x4) has no simple support with respect to C124. If 
X4 takes the value b, C124 returns a cost at least 1. To induce such information from 
the problem, G A C * can be applied. 
To enforce G A C * for a variable Xi with respect to Cs, a projection from Cs to 
Ci is performed. By projecting a cost of mm{Cs(^)\^[xi\ = a} from C s to Q(a), a 
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(a) Original WCSP (b) After projection 
Figure 5.2: Enforcing G A C * 
simple support of a G D[xi) with respect to Cs is created, since there must exist a 
tuple i G C{S) with l[xi] = a such that = 0. • 
For example, if a cost of 1 is projected from Cua to C4(a)’ the resulting W C S P 
is shown in Figure 5.2(b). The modified cost is underlined. By enforcing N C * on 
2；4, C0 is increased from 0 to 1，and the new W C S P is GAC*. 
The procedure enf orceGAC*() in Algorithm 12 enforces G A C * for a W C S P 
based on the W-AC*3() Algorithm [43]. The propagation queue Q 
stores a set of variables Xj. If Xj € Q, all variables involving in the same constraints 
as Xj are potentially not GAC*. Initially, all variables are in Q. A variable Xj is 
pushed into Q only after values are removed from D(xj). At each iteration, an 
arbitrary variable Xj is removed from the queue by the function popQ at line 4. The 
existence of a simple support with respect to the non-unary constraint Cs for the 
value in D{xi), where Xi € S, is enforced by the function f indSupportQ at line 
8. Lastly, the infeasible values are removed by the function pruneValQ at lines 
9 and 12. If a value is removed from D[xi), the simple supports of other variables 
may be destroyed. Thus, Xi is pushed back to Q again. 
The procedure enf orceGAC*() in Algorithm 12 must terminate, the proof of 
which is similar to that of Theorem 5.4. By replacing O(Jstrong) and O{ef0ic) by 
OifcAc) (the complexity of f indSupportQ) and 0(nd) (n times the complexity 
of pruneValQ) respectively, the complexity of Algorithm 12 can be stated as 
follows. 
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Procedure enf orceGAOO 
A'; 
while Q ^ 0 do 
Xj ：二 p〇p(Q); 
5 f lag := false; 
6 foreach Cs s.t. {xj} C S do 
foreach Xi e S \ {xj} do 
flag := flag V findSupportCC^, Xi 
i fpruneVal(Xi) then Q:= Qu {x^}; 
if flag then 
foreach Xi e ^ do 
if pruneVal(Xi) then Q-= Q\J {xi}: 
Function f indSupp〇rt(Cs，:Ci):Boolean 
flag := false; 
foreach v G D(xi) do 
a := min{Cs{i)\i[xi\ = t*}; 
if Ci{v) = 0 A Q； > 0 then flag := true; 
Ci{v) :=Q{v)ea-, 





Algorithm 12: Enforcing G A C * for a W C S P 
Theorem 5.12 The procedure enf orceGAC*() has a time complexity of 
Oir'^edfcAC + n^d^), where n, d, e, and r are as defined in Theorem 5.4. Thus, 
enf orceGAC*() must terminate. 
In general, the procedure enf orceGAC*() is exponential in the maximum arity 
of the soft constraints due to f indSupportQ. The function f indSupportQ 
consists of two operations: (1) finding the minimum cost of the tuple associated with 
{xi H v} at line 17, and (2) projecting the cost from Cs to Ci{v) at lines 19 and 20. 
The time complexity of the first operation can be reduced for a soft global constraint 
Cs which is flow-based. Van Hoeve's method can be applied to the first operations 
as discussed in Section 5.1. However, the second operation modifies Cs to C'g. 
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Although it can be reduced to constant time using special data structures [23], the 
resulting C's may not be flow-based, affecting the time complexity of the following 
procedure call. However, if Cs is projection-safe, the second operation requires 
polynomial time, and the resultant C'g is still projection-safe. In the following, we 
discuss how to achieve these for a projection-safe constraint. 
Definition 5.13 Assume a soft global constraint Cs is transformed to C'g by pro-
jecting to or extending from unary constraints. The soft constraint Cs is Tprojection-
safe if: 
• Cs satisfies the property T, and; 
• C'g is T projection-safe. 
Intuitively, a T projection-safe soft global constraint maintains property T no mat-
ter how many times projection or extension are done. Thus, we can make use of 
property T to design algorithms such that computing minimum cost and perform-
ing projection and extension is efficient and incremental during enforcing G A C * 
efficiently. In the following, we give a sufficient condition to determine flow-based 
projection-safety. 
Lemma 5.14 Given a soft global constraint Cs satisfying the following three con-
ditions: 
1. Cs is flow-based, with the corresponding network E, w, c, d, 5, t)\ 
2. there exists a function ^  mapping each maximum flow / in G to each tuple 
$(/) G £(5) , and; 
3. there exists an injection from an assignment {xi ？;} to a subset of edges 
E C E such that whenever i[xi\ = v for some tuple i, YleeS /e 1 in the 
flow corresponding to t, whenever i[xi] + v, X^ ee它 fe = 0. 
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Suppose C's is obtained from projecting a from Cs to Ci{v), or extending a from 
Ci{v) to Cs. Then Cg satisfies the three conditions as well. 
Proof: Assume Cs has the corresponding flow network G{V, E, w, c, d, s, t). W e 
first consider the part of projection, i.e. C'g is defined as: 




First, Cg is flow-based (condition 1). After projection, we can construct a new 
flow network G'(V, E, w\ c, d, s, t) from G by changing the weight of each edge e 
as follows. 
I WeGa ,if e e E\ 
We = < 
We otherwise. 
V 
E is the set of edges corresponding to {x^  h i;}. The new flow network G’ is the 
one corresponding to C'g, since: 
心e = XwefeQaY^fe 
eeE eeE eeE 
= m m { C s m e a Y , f e 
eeE 
\ mm{Cs{i)}ea JfEee^/e^l 
Thus, C's is flow-based with the corresponding network G'. Moreover, since the 
topology of G'(V, E, w'^ c, d, s, t) is the same as that of E, w, c, d, s, t), C'g 
satisfies conditions 2 and 3. 
Then we consider the part of extension, i.e. Cg is defined as: 
^s = 
Cs(i) © Oi ’if t[xi] = v\ 
Cs(/) otherwise. 
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After extension, we also can construct a new flow network G'{V, E, c, d, s, t) 
from G by changing the weight of each edge e as follows. 
w. 
lUe ® Q； ,if e e E\ 
Wp otherwise. 
With similar arguments, the new flow network G' is still the one corresponding to 
C'g. Thus, C's satisfies condition 1. Moreover, since the topology of G' is the same 
as that of G, C'g also satisfies conditions 2 and 3. • 
L e m m a 5.14 implies that the flow property of a soft global constraint can be 
preserved if it satisfies conditions 2 and 3 throughout a series of projection and 
extension. From L e m m a 5.14, we can show that the sufficient conditions for flow-
based projection-safe. 
Theorem 5.15 If a soft global constraint Cs satisfies the conditions stated in L e m m a 
5.14, it is flow-based projection-safe. 
Proof: The constraint Cs is flow-based by definition. Moreover, L e m m a 5.14 
shows that Cs preserves the conditions, as well as the flow property, throughout a 
series of projection and extension operations. • 
Theorem 5.15 gives a sufficient condition for a soft global constraint to be flow-
based projection-safe. Therefore, we can apply the results from van Hoeve et al [71 ] 
to compute min{(7s⑷丨彻i] = v} in polynomial time throughout G A C * enforce-
ment. Besides, the proof of L e m m a 5.14 gives a efficient algorithm to perform 
projection in polynomial time. W e use s 〇 f t - s l l D i f f e r e n t 也 c constraints as 
examples. 
Example 20 The sof t.allDif f erent"6。(）satisfies the conditions given in L e m m a 
5.14. First, it satisfies condition 1. An example of the flow network corresponding to 
the sof t-allDif f erent办constraint, where S = 工2，2:3, X4}, is shown 
in Figure 5.3(a). It also satisfies 2. The thick lines show the flow corresponding to 
the tuple (a, c, b, b) having a cost of 1. Besides, if /g = 1 for the edge e = (x^ , v). 
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it represents v is assigned to Xi\ if fe = 0, it represents v is not assigned to Xi. By 
taking E = {(工,:’ w)} for each assignment, it satisfies condition 3’ so it is flow-based 
projection-safe. 
(a) Before projection (b) After projection 
Figure 5.3: The flow networks corresponding to the s〇ft_allDif ferent众c() 
constraint with flow corresponding to (a, c, b, b) before and after projection 
Given the flow network of the s〇f t_allDif f e r e n t 如 c constraints in Figure 
5.3(a). Suppose a cost of 1 is projected from s〇f t_allDif f erent如c() to Ci{a). 
The network is modified to Figure 5.3(b), the weight of the edge (xi, a) in which 
is decreased from 0 to -1. The flow has a cost of 0, which is the cost of the tuple 
(tt, c, b, b) after projection. 
Notice that Theorem 5.15 does not imply that all flow-based soft global con-
straints are flow-based projection-safe. For example, the SOFT—SEQUENCE con-
straint is flow-based but not flow-based projection-safe. In the corresponding flow 
network given by Maher et a/. [50], two different assignments {x 1} and {x i-^  0} 
map to the same edge in the network. Section 6 will show a set of flow-based 
projection-safe constraints. 
If a soft global constraint that is flow-based projection-safe, f indSupportQ 
requires the time complexity based on the time complexity of computing the mini-
m u m cost flow 0{K) and the shortest path algorithm 0[SP). The result is stated 
by the theorem as follows. 
Theorem 5.16 The function f indSupportQ in Algorithm 12 has a time com-
plexity of 0{K + sd ‘ SP) for flow-based projection-safe soft global constraints, 
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where d is the maximum domain size and s is the maximum size of the set E. 
Proof: If the algorithm performs projection for each value one by one, the cost 
cannot be computed incrementally due to change in the flow network. Another 
way to compute the cost incrementally is shown as follows: (1) compute the cost 
required to project from Cs to Ci{a) for each value a € D[xi)\ (2) perform the 
projection one by one. The first step requires 0(sd. SP) if the minimum cost flow 
with its residual network is found before. The second step requires 0{£d), since 
each projection only requires a modification of the weight of edges, which requires 
0{e) for each value. Thus, the overall complexity is 0{K + ed • SP + sd)= 
0 { K S P ) . • 
Notice that G A C * is stronger than strong 0IC. Figure 5.2(a) already shows that 
strong 0IC cannot be stronger than GAC*. W e just prove G A C * is stronger than 
strong 0IC as follows. 
Theorem 5.17 G A C * > strong 0lC. 
Proof: Given the W C S P {X, V, C, k) which is GAC*. Unary supports and simple 
supports already show that all constraints is 0lC. Besides, the simple support of 
each value v G D{xi) is the 0-support. The simple support i of v e D{xi) must 
satisfy Cs{i) 0 Ci{v) 0 C0 = Ci(v) 0 C0 < /c, since Xi is NC*. • 
FDAC* for binary constraints [42] suggests that a stronger consistency can be 
deduced by making use of the extension operator. W e will discuss the generalized 
version of FDAC* for non-binary constraints in the next section. 
5.3 Full Directional Generalized Arc Consistency Star 
W e generalize the definition of FDAC* [42] to FDGAC* as follows. 
Definition 5.18 Given a W C S P P{A：, V, C, k). Assume Xi e S for a variable Xi G 
A' and a constraint Cs G C. 
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• A full support of a value v G D{xi) with respect to a soft constraint Cs and 
a set of variables U C S \ { x j is a tuple i e C{S) with i[xi\ = v such that 
• Xi is directional generalized arc consistent star ( D G A C * ) with respect to Cs 
if it is N C * and each value in D{xi) has a full support with respect to Cs and 
{xj\j > i A Xj} n S. 
• P is full directional star generalized arc consistent ( F D G A C * ) if it is G A C * 
and each variable is D G A C * with respect to all constraints. 
F D G A C * collapses to G A C when W C S P s collapse CSPs. Moreover, F D G A C * col-
lapses to F D A C * [42] when the arity of the constraint is at most two. However, 
F D G A C * is incomparable with F D A C for ternary constraints [67]. F D A C requires 
full supports with not only zero unary but also zero binary costs for the most pre-
ceding variable in S only, while we only requires all variables with full supports of 
zero unary costs. 
Consider the W C S P in Figure 5.4(a). The W C S P is G A C * but not FDGAC*. 
The value b G D(xi) does not have a full support with respect to C125 and {x2, X5}. 
If b is assigned to xi, no matter what value X2 and X5 take, C125⑷ 0 C 2 (彻2 ] ) © 
C^i^lx^]) > 1 for every tuples with 4工2] = cl 
To enforce D G A C * for a variable Xi with respect to Cs, two operations are 
required: (1) an extension from Cj to Cs for each Xj € S and j > i, and (2) a 
projection from Cs to Cj. Extending a cost of a = Cj[a) from Cj(a) to Cs for 
each a G D{xj) and j > i reduces the unary cost of a G D(xj) to 0. The existence 
of a simple support with respect to Cs implies the existence of a full support with 
respect to S = {xj\j > i}, since = 0 implies Cs{i) 0 Cj(e[xj]) = 0. 
For example, to enforce D G A C * of the variable X2, the cost of 1 is first extended 
from C2(a) to C125. The resultant W C S P is shown in Figure 5.4(b). The modified 
costs are underlined. By performing a projection of cost 1 from C125 to Ci{b), the 
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(c) After Projection (d) Resultant WCSP 
Figure 5.4: Enforcing F D G A C * 
W C S P is transformed to Figure 5.4(c). By enforcing N C * on Xi, C 0 is increased 
from 1 to 2 as shown in Figure 5.4(d). 
The procedure enf 〇rceFDGAC*() enforces F D G A C * for a WCSP, based on 
FDAC*0 Algorithm [42]. The propagation queues Q and IZ store a set of variables. 
If Xj e Q, all variables involving in the same constraints as Xj are potentially not 
GAC*; if Xj G IZ, the variables Xi with j > i involving in the same constraints as 
Xj are potentially not DGAC*. A variable Xj is pushed into Q only after values are 
removed from D(xj)\ it is pushed into TZ only after values are removed from D{xj), 
or the unary support of Xj is modified. At each iteration, G A C * is enforced first by 
the first inner while-loop from lines 4 to 15. D G A C * is then enforced by the second 
inner while-loop from lines 16 to 21 • Enforcing D G A C * follows the ordering from 
the largest index to the smallest index such that the full supports of values in the do-
mains of variables with smaller indices are not destroyed by DGAC*-enforcement 
for those with larger indices. The variable with the largest index in 71 is removed 
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from TZ by the function popMaxQ in constant time. D G A C * enforcement is per-
formed at line 20 by the procedure f indFullSupportQ. Lastly, N C * is enforced 
by the for-loop from lines 22 to 24. 
The procedure enf 〇rceFDGAC*0 in Algorithm 13 must terminate, the proof 
of which is similar to those of Larrosa et al.,s Theorems 3 and 4 [42], Suppose 
f indFullSupportQ and f indSupportQ are of the order 0(/dgac) and 0(JGAC、 
respectively. The complexity of the procedure enf orceFDGAC*() can be stated 
as follows. 
Theorem 5.19 The procedure enf orceFDGAC*() has a time complexity of 
0{r'^ed(nfDGAC + foAc) + riM]), where n, d, e, and r are defined in Theorem 5.4. 
Thus, enf orceFDGAC*() must terminate. 
Proof: First we analyse the time complexity of enforcing DGAC*. Consider only 
the inner while-loop at line 16. It iterates at most 0(n) times. When Xj is removed 
from 1Z, popMax () ensures that all variables Xi with i > j have been processed. 
Since no value is removed in the while-loop, once Xi is processes at line 20, it is not 
pushed back to 7^ at line 21. Thus, line 20 executes at most 0(r J^:。\N{i)\)= 
0{r'^e) times, where N{i) is the set of soft constraints restricting Xi. Therefore, the 
time complexity of the while-loop at line 16 is 0(r'^efDGAc)-
By Theorem 5.12, the second inner while-loop at line 19 has a time complex-
ity Oiy^edfcAC + Since each variable is pushed into R by line 15 and 
line 24 at most 0 { d ) times, the first inner while-loop in line 16 executes at most 
0{nd) times. Besides, the main while-loop iterates 0{nd) times. Thus the for-
loop at line 20 executes 0 { n d ) times. Therefore, the overall time complexity is 
0{nd{r^efDGAc) + r^edfcAC + n ⑷=0{r\d{nfDGAC + fcAc) + n^d^)- • 
Again, the complexity is exponential in the maximum arity of the soft con-
straints due to the function f indSupportQ and f indFullSupportQ. In the 
following, we focus the discussion on f indFullSupportQ. The first part (lines 
27 to 31) performs extensions to push all the unary costs back to Cs. By the time we 
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Procedure enf orceFDGAC*() 
n .•= Q •.= A'； 
while do 


























Xj ••= pop(Q); 
f lag := false; 
foreach Cs s.t. {xj} C 5 do 
foreach Xi e S \ {xj} do 
i f f indSupp〇rt[Cs, Xi 
n :=n\j{xi}\ 
flag := true; 
then 
if flag then 
foreach E X s.t. pruneVal(Xi) d o 
Q:=Qu{xiy, 
n:=nu{xi}； 
while 尺 # 0 do 
Xj := popMax(7^); foreach Cs s.t. {xj} C 5 do 
for z = n DownTo 1 s.t. Xi e S \ {xj} do 
if findFullSupport(Cs,Xi, {xu\u > i} H S) then 
尺：=7^u {xj； 
foreach Xi e X s.t. pruneVal(Xi) do 
Q-.= Qu{xiy, 
n :=7zu {xi}-, 
Function f indFu 11 Support(C5, Xi, t/):Boolean 
foreach Xj e U do 
foreach v 6 D{xj do 
foreach i e C{S) s.t. e[xj] = v do 
_ Cs{i) :=Cs{i)®Cj(vjy, 
Cj{vj) -.= 0; 
flag := findSupport(Cs, x^ ); 
foreach Xj eU do f indSupport(C5, Xj); 
uanryPro ject^Ti); 
return flag.. 
Algorithm 13: Enforcing F D G A C * on a W C S P 
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execute line 32，all unary costs are 0, and enforcing G A C * for Xi achieves the sec-
ond requirement of DGAC*. Line 33 re-instates G A C * for all variables Xj, where 
Xj G U. Note that the success in line 32 guarantees that Cj(vj) = 0 if Vj appears in 
a tuple i which makes Cs(^) = 0. 
Again, projection-safety helps reduce the time complexity of the extension op-
eration from exponential to polynomial time throughout the enforcement. If a con-
straint is flow-based projection-safe, extension can always be done in polynomial 
time. The proof of L e m m a 5.14 also gives a efficient algorithm to perform ex-
tension. Flow-based projection-safety can be determined by Theorem 5.15, which 
requires checking conditions 1, 2’ and 3 in L e m m a 5.14. 
The complexity result follows from Theorems 2.15 and 5.16. 
Theorem 5.20 If Cs is a flow-based projection-safe soft global constraint, 
f indFullSupport0 has a time complexity of 0{K + ed\U\ . SP), where e, K 
and SP are as defined in Theorem 5.16. 
Proof: Extensions require 0[\U\ • ed). Then the function f indSupportQ is 
performed \U\ times incrementally as follows: (1) the network is preprocessed using 
0{K), (2) f indSupportQ is executed on a variable Xi using 0[£d • SP), (3) the 
weights of the network are updated using 0{£d), (4) the minimality of the cost of 
the flow is maintained with the cycle cancelling algorithm using 0[sd. SP), and (5) 
repeat Step (2) until all variables in U are processed. Thus, the overall complexity 
is 0{\U\ -ed-hK-h {\U\ + l){ed • 5T)) = 0{K + ed\U\ • SP). m 
In fact, since the size of the set U is bounded by the maximum arity of the con-
straints, the time complexity can also be represented as 0{K + erd • SP). Besides, 
by definition, F D G A C * is stronger than GAC*. W e state this fact by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.21 F D G A C * > GAC*. 
With the efficient projection and extension operations, it is natural to expect a simi-
lar generalization of E D A C * for non-binary constraints. 
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5.4 Generalizing EDAC* 
E D AC* [26] can be generalized to E D G A C * using the full support definition as in 
FDGAC*. However, generalizing E D A C * in this way is not always enforceable, i.e. 
the algorithm may not terminate. The problem can be explained by the following 
example. 
Example 21 Given a W C S P with two variables {xi, ^ 2}, where D{xi) — D{x2)= 
{a, b}. The W C S P has two binary soft constraints on xi and X2, as shown in Figure 
5.5(a). The W C S P is F D A C * but not EDAC*. Consider X2. If X2 takes the value 
a, the resultant tuple must have a cost of at least 1, since © Ci(£[xi]) > 1 
for i[x2] = a. Similarly, if X2 takes the value b, the resultant tuple must have a cost 
of at least 1, since Cf2W © Ci{i[xi]) > 1 for 4工2] = b. Thus, we expect that if 
we enforce full supports for the values in D{x2) with respect to both CJ2 and 
both C2(a) and (^ 2(6) will increase by 1，thus C 0 can be increased by 1 after N C * 
is enforced. Thus, we perform actual operations: a cost of 1 is extended from Ci{a) 
to CI2 (Figure 5.5(b)) and projected from CJ2 to C2(a) (Figure 5.5(c)). However, 
we cannot make a increase in 6*2(6) by performing similar operations, since both 
Ci(a) and Ci(b) are reduced to 0. The W C S P is now E A C * but not FDAC*, since 
a G D{xi) has no full support. Enforcing F D A C * converts the W C S P back to 
Figure 5.5(a). 
The reason of such cycling is that the constraints share more than one variable. 
If such a case occurs, when enforcing EDAC*, how the unary costs distribute among 
constraints is ambiguous, and there is no way to ensure that the distribution must 
lead to a increase in C0. In Example 21, we estimate that C 0 should increase by 
extending the unary costs in D{x2) to CJ2 and 0^2- However, we cannot tell whether 
the unary cost of 1 in a G D(x2) should be projected to C}。or C^. Even worse, 
after a full support for a G D(x2) is enforced with respect to CI2, a full support for 
b e D[X2) with respect to is automatically formed, i.e. an increase of C0 is 
impossible. However, the estimation does not have any hints to tell this fact. As a 
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Figure 5.5: An example which enforcing E D AC* fails 
result, the expected increment cannot occur for C0. Such an enforcement destroys 
full supports of Xi. If we enforce FDAC* again, the problem converts back to the 
state as shown in Example 21. If no cost increment occurs, unary costs just circulate 
around variables due to enforcing EAC* and FDAC*’ i.e. cycling occurs. 
Such a problem seldom occurs in practice since all W C S P solvers assume that 
only one constraint is imposed on each pair of variables. If the problem has a group 
of constraints {C/力…，C^} on Xi and Xj, the solvers automatically merge them as 
one constraint Cij = It is easy to do as the constraints are represented as 
tables. Thus, when enforcing EAC*, each time a full support of a value v G D(xi) is 
enforced using Cij, it is assumed that the unary cost in Cj is only pushed to Cij only. 
However, when it comes to n-ary constraints with n > 3, if we generalize E D AC* 
to E D G A C * in a similar fashion to that of FDGAC*，the same cycling problem will 
take place due to similar reasons. 
To avoid the cycling problem, we observe from the binary case that the direc-
tion of pushing unary costs to non-unary constraints is unique, i.e. when enforc-
ing E A C * for Xi, the unary constraint Cj, where j + i, only push costs to Cij 
only. Thus, the estimation guarantees an increase. Based on this observation, we 
introduce a weaker version of EDAC*’ which does not depend on the uniqueness 
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assumption but based on fully supported sets. 
Definition 5.22 The fully supported set U (Cs, Xi) for a variable Xi and a constraint 
Cs with Xi e S isa. set of variables such that: 
• U[Csj, n {Csk, Xi) = 0 for two different constraints Cs^, Csj G C, and; 
• UcseCAx.ES^iCs^X^) = (UcsGCAx.GS S) \ M -
Essentially, the fully supported sets U{Cs, Xi) for a variable Xi form a partition of 
the set containing all variables related to Xi. Intuitively, if Xj G U{Cs, the unary 
constraint Cj can only push the cost to Cs during EAC* enforcement for Xi. Thus, 
the estimation can guarantee an increase in C 0 without considering how the unary 
costs are distributed. 
Based on the fully supported set, we introduce a weaker version of E D AC* 
called weak EDAC^. 
Definition 5.23 Given a W C S P and any fully supported set Xi 
for each variable Xi ^  X and each constraint C^ € C. 
• A weak fully-supported value v G D(xi) of a variable G ^ is the value 
with zero unary cost such that for any constraint CfJ G C: 
-if U(C^,Xi) = 0’ there exists b e D{xj), such that b) = 0; 
一 if = {xj}, there exists b G D{xj), such that 0 
Cj{h) = 0; 
• A variable Xi is weak existential arc consistent (weak EAC*) if it is N C * and 
there exists at least one weak fully-supported value in its domain. 
• Pi s weak existential directional arc consistent (weak E D A C * ) if it is F D A C * 
and each variable is weak EAC*. 
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Weak E D A C * is reduced to A C when W C S P s collapse CSPs. Moreover, weak 
]EDi\G氺 is equivalent to E D A C * [26] if the binary soft constraints are only sharing 
at most one variable. In this case, U{Cij,Xi) = {xj} for each binary constraint 
Cij £ C and each variable Xi. 
For example, the W C S P in Figure 5.5(a) is not E D A C * but it is weak E D A C * 
with: 
• U{Cl2,xi) = {X2} and "(C?。’ Xi) = 0; 
• U{Cl^,X2) = {x,} and U{Cf^,X2) = 0； 
Weak E D A C * can be generalized to weak EDGAC* as follows. 
Definition 5.24 Given a W C S P P(A:,V,C,k) and any fully supported set U(Cs, Xi) 
for each variable Xi G 1 and each constraint Cs G C. 
• A weak fully-supported value v e D{xi) of a variable Xi e X is the value with 
zero unary cost and full supports with respect to all constraint Cs ^ C with 
Xi ^  S and U(Cs, Xi), i.e. for every non-unary constraint Cs G C, there exists 
a tuple ^  G C{S) = w such that = 
• A variable Xi is weak existential star generalized arc consistent (weak E G A C * ) 
if it is N C * and there exists at least one weak fully-supported value in its do-
main. 
• Pis weak existential directional generalized star arc consistent (weak E D G A C * ) 
if it is F D G A C * and each variable is weak EGAC*. 
Weak E D G A C * is reduced to G A C when W C S P s collapse to CSPs. Moreover, 
weak E D G A C * is reduced to weak E D A C * when the soft constraints are only unary 
and binary. It is incomparable to E D A C [74] due to incomparability of F D A C and 
FDGAC*. 
To compute the fully supported set for a variable Xi, we can apply Algorithm 
14’ which simply partitions the set Y = (Ucs.eCAxiGSj 约）\ {^i}-
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Procedure f indFullySupportedSet(Xi) 
foreach Cs^ G C s.t. Xi G Sj do 
y = y\Sf, 
Algorithm 14: Finding the fully supported set for a variable Xi 
(a) Original WCSP 
Ch 
Cm 




(c) After consider C134 (d) Resultant WCSP 
Figure 5.6: Enforcing weak E D G A C * 
Notice that the fully supported sets are not unique. Any fully supported sets for 
Xi works as long as they form a partition in the set Y. For example, the W C S P in 
Figure 5.5(a) is also weak E D AC* with: 
• = 0and[/(Cf2,xi) = {X2}; 
• U{Cl2,X2) = 0mdU{C^2^X2) = {xi}\ 
The choice of the fully supported sets can affect the performance of weak EDGAC*. 
Consider the following example. 
Example 22 Figure 5.6(a) shows a W C S P which is FDGAC*. Assume [/(Cm, X4)= 
{xi,X2} and U(C134,0:4) = {xs} for enforcing weak E D G A C * on X4. 
W e check whether we can further increase C0. If X4 takes the value a, the 
resultant tuple must have a cost of at least 1，since C124 (^ ) 0 C i ) © C 2 (^ [2:2]) > 
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1, where = a; similarly, if X4 takes the value b, the resultant tuple must have a 
cost of at least 1, since C134⑷ © C3(i[xs]) > 1, where i[x4] = b. Thus, C0 can be 
further increased. 
To make such a increase, we first enforce the full supports on X4 with respect to 
C124 and {xi,x2}, resulting in Figure 5.6(b). Then we enforce the full supports on 
X4 with respect to C134 and {X3}, resulting in Figure 5.6(c). By enforcing NC*, C0 
is increased by 1, as shown in Figure 5.6(d). 
However, if we choose U{C124, X4) = {X2} and t/(Ci34, X4) = {xijxs}, the 
variable X4 in Figure 5.6(a) is already weak E G AC* with the weak fully supported 
value a e 
In the thesis, we omit the details of how the fully supported sets with optimal 
performance are found. W e simply assume that the fully supported sets are auto-
matically generated by Algorithm 14. 
The procedure enf or ceWeakEDGACQ in Algorithm 15 enforces weak E D G A C * 
of a W C S R The fully supported set is first computed at line 2. The procedure makes 
use of four propagation queues V, Q, 1Z and §. If Xi G V, the variable Xi is po-
tentially not weak E G AC* due to a change in unary costs or a removal of values 
in some variables. If Xj G TZ, the variables Xi with j > i involving in the same 
constraints as Xj are potentially not DGAC*. If Xj G Q, all variables in the same 
constraints as Xj are potentially not GAC*. The propagation queue S helps build 
V efficiently. The procedure consists of three inner-while loops and one for-loop. 
The first inner-while loop from lines 6 to 10 enforces weak E G AC* on each vari-
able by the procedure f indExistent ialSupportQ at line 8. If the procedure 
returns true, a projection from some constraints to Q has been performed. The 
weak fully-supported values of other variables may be destroyed. Thus, the related 
variables are pushed back to V for revision at line 10. The second inner-while loop 
from lines 12 to 18 enforces DGAC*, while the third inner-while loop from lines 19 
to 25 enforces GAC*. A change in unary cost requires re-examining D G A C * and 
weak EGAC*’ which is done from lines 9 to 10 and from lines 17 and 18. Lastly, 
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N C * is enforced by the for-loop from lines 27 to 30. Again, if a value in D(xi) is 
removed, GAC*，DGAC* or weak E G AC* may be destroyed, and xi are pushed 
into the corresponding queues for re-examination. 
The algorithm must terminate. W e analyse the time complexity by abstracting 
the time complexity of the procedures f indSupportQ, f indFullSupportQ 
and f indExistentialSupportO as 0(JGAC), •(/dgacO’ and 0(JEGAC、re-
spectively. The overall time complexity is stated as follows. 
Theorem 5.25 The procedure enf orceWeakEDGACQ in Algorithm 15 requires 
0 ( m a x { n d , k}{fEGAC + r'^^foGAC + nd) + r^edfcAc), where n, d, e, and r are 
defined in Theorem 5.4. Thus, enf orceWeakEDGACQ must terminate. 
Proof: The time complexity is affected by the number of times variables are pushed 
into each propagation queue. W e analyse the time complexity of each consistencies 
enforced and compute the overall time complexity. 
A variable is pushed into § if a value is removed or E G A C * is violated. The 
former happens 0{nd) times, while the latter occurs 0(k) times (each time E G AC* 
is violated, C0 increases). Since V is built on §，the number of iterations caused by 
V is 0{max{nd, /c}), and line 8 requires 0{max{nd, k} JEGAC)-
A variable is pushed into 71 if either a value is removed, or unary costs are 
moved by G A C * or E G A C * enforcement. The number of iterations caused by 
7Z is 0(max{?i(i, A;}). Consider the second inner while-loop at line 11. A vari-
able with the highest index is popped, and the variables with lower indices are 
pushed. Thus, this loop only iterates 0{n) times. It follows that line 16 requires 
0(max{nfl(, k}r'^efDGAc)' 
A variable is pushed into Q only if a value is removed. Thus, the numbers of 
iteration caused by Q is 0{nd). Thus, with the argument similar to Theorem 5.12, 
line 24 requires 0{r^edfGAc)-
The main while-loop at line 4 iterates when one of the propagation queues is not 
empty. Thus, the main while-loop iterates 0(max{nd, k}) times. Therefore, line 
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Procedure enf orceWeakEDGAC*() 
foreach Xi e X do findFullySupportedSetCx^); 
n:=Q:=s ：= A'； 
while 
whileV 
Xi -.= pop(P); 






















V:=VU i{xj\xi,xj € Cs,Cs ec}\ 
5 0; 
while 尺 0 do 
Xu ：= popMax(7^); 
foreach Cs s.t. {x^ } C 5 do 
for z = n DownTo 1 s.t. Xi e S \ {xu} do 
if findFullSupport(Cs, Xi, {xj\j�i 八 a:j 6 then 
S '.= S[J {xi}; 
while Q 0 do 
Xu := pop(Q); 
f lag := false; 
foreach Cs s.t. C S do 
foreach Xi e S \ {xu} do 
if findSupport(Cs, Xi) then 
s ：= su {x,：}； 
尺： =尺 U{:ri}; 
foreach xi e X s.t. pruneVal(xi) do 
S := SU {o^i}; 
Q-.= Qu{xiy, 
n ：= 7^u {xj； 










a := mmaeD{xi){Cxi{o) 0 m i n 彻 i — © 
if Q； > 0 then 
flag := true; 
foreach Cs E C s.t. Xi e S do 
_ f indFullSupport(Cs, Xi, U{Cs,Xi)y, 
return flag-, 
Algorithm 15: Enforcing weak E D G A C * on a W C S P 
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27 requires 0(max{n(i, k)nd). 
By summing up all time complexity results, the global time complexity is equal 
to 0(max{n(i, k}{fEGAC + r^efocAC + nd) + r^edfcAc)- • 
The procedure enf orceWeakEDGACQ is again exponential due to the proce-
dures findSupportQ,findFullSupportQandfindExistentialSupportQ. 
In the following, we focus on the procedure f indExi stent ialSupportQ. 
The procedure first checks whether the weak fully-supported value exists by com-
puting a. It is the cost to determine whether an increase in C0 can occur after we 
perform f indFullSupportQ at line 38. If a equals 0, the weak fully-supported 
value exists and the procedure returns false; otherwise, the existence of the fully 
supported value is enforced by the procedure f indFullSupportQ with the for-
loop at lines 37 and 38. 
The time complexity depends on two operations: 
• Computing mm{Cs{^) © ®xjeuiCs,Xi) = ”} at line 34; 
• Finding full supports by the operation f indFullSupportQ at line 38. 
Again, projection safety helps these two operations complete in polynomial time. 
The second operation only requires 0{K + erd • SP) by Theorem 5.20, if Cs 
is a flow-based projection-safe soft global constraint. The first operation can be 
completed by first extending all unary costs to Cs and computing the minimum, 
which requires only 0(srd + K) for a projective flow-based soft global constraint 
Cs. 
W e order the strength of each consistency mentioned in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.26 Weak E D G A C * > F D G A C * > G A C * > strong 0IC. 
W e summarize the relative strengths of the consistency notions in W C S P s intro-
duced in this chapter and those in Chapter 4 graphically in Figure 5.7. The arrow 
a 一 b represents the consistency a is stronger than the consistency b, while a ^  b 
represents a is equivalent to b. 
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SasH Approach 
W C S P Approach 
Strong 0 I C 
Figure 5.7: A diagrammatic illustration of the relative strengths of various consis-
tency notions 
Implementation Issues 
In this section, we discuss the issues when we implement our framework into a 
W C S P solver. W e discuss three main issues: (1) reducing the number of times to 
call enforcement algorithms for soft global constraints by ordering; (2) reducing the 
time complexity for enforcing consistency by incrementality, and; (3) reducing the 
time complexity for computing the cost of a tuple after projection using addition 
data structures. 
First, although enforcing strong 0IC, G A C * ’and F D G A C * requires only poly-
nomial time, it still requires actual time higher than enforcing the consistency no-
tions for binary or ternary constraints. To optimize the performance, we can delay 
the consistency enforcement of soft global constraints until all binary or ternary con-
straints are processed. For example, if a problem involves soft binary constraints 
and soft global constraints, Algorithm 16 can be applied to enforcing GAC*. If a 
variable Xi requires to re-examine G A C * with respect to a soft global constraint Cs, 
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instead of performing it on the fly, we record it in a variable delay((7s) at line 
12. When all variables are examined with respect to binary constraints by the inner 
while-loop from lines 5 to 14, the consistency enforcement for Xi with respect to Cs 
is re-invoked from lines 16 to 19. Such a reordering reduces the number of times 
1 Procedure re〇rder_enf o r c e G A O Q 
while Q^ 0 do 
foreach soft global constraint C5 G C do delay(C_s) := false; 
while Q 0 do 
Xj ：= pop(Q); 
flag := false; 
foreach Xi e X s.t. Cij G C do 
flag := flag V findSupport(Cij, Xi)\ 
i f p r u n e V a l(Xi) then Q •= Q\J {x^}; 
foreach soft global constraint C5 G C s.t. Xi e S do 
delayiCs) ：= true; 
if flag then 




delay(Cs) d o 
flag := false; 
foreach soft global constraint Cs ^ C s. 
foreach Xi e S do 
flag := flag V f indSupp〇rt(Cs, Xj); 
i f p r u n e V a l(Xi) then Q:= QU {xJ; 
if flag then 
foreach Xi e X s.t. pruneVal(Xi) do Q := QU {xi}; 
Algorithm 16: Enforcing G A C * for a W C S P with reordering 
of executing the enforcement algorithms, as well as the time required to solve an 
instance. 
Second, when executing the function f ind0Support(), f indSupportQ 
,and f indFullSupportQ, it always starts from rebuilding the flow network. 
However, they can be made incremental using Theorem 2.15. When a value v € 
D(xi) is removed, the flow value fe of the corresponding edge e e Eis first reduced 
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to 0 and then removed from the network. If a cost of a is projected from or extended 
to Cs, the weights We of the corresponding edges e G ^ are changed. A cycle-
cancelling algorithm [38] can be applied to augment the current flow to the new one 
with minimum cost. 
Third, when implementing the flow-based projection-safe soft global constraint 
Cs, we include an additional table structure A 灿 in which A_s’刺 stores the cost 
projected to and extended from Ci{v) [23]. It reduces the time for computing the 
cost of a tuple to constant time. Whenever a tuple i queries its cost from Cs, the 
result is C s ( i ) 0 . 
In the next chapter, we put theory into practice. W e demonstrate our framework 
with different benchmarks and compare the results with the current approach. 
Chapter 6 
Towards A Library of Efficient Soft 
Global Constraints 
In this chapter, besides the sof t_allDif f erent^^^Q constraint, we give a range 
of soft global constraints and show that they are flow-based projection-safe. They 
includes the soft variants of GCC, same, and regular constraints. W e also test 
these soft constraints on specific benchmarks and show empirical results. At the last 
section, we will discuss the results. 
All benchmarks are crisp in nature. They are softened as follows. For each 
variable xi introduced, a random unary cost from 0 to 9 is assigned to each value in 
D{xi). Soft variants of global constraints are implemented as proposed. W e soften 
in this ways since all problem instances contain mainly unary constraints and soft 
global constraints. Injecting cost to unary constraints expresses the preference on 
individual domain values. 
In the experiments, we compare the strength of strong 0lC, GAC*, F D G A C * 
and weak E D G A C * with the SasH approach empirically. W e use ILOG Solver 
6.0 to solve reified COPs and ToulBar2 version 0.5' to solve WCSPs. During the 
execution, variables are assigned in lexicographical order. Value assignment starts 
with the value with minimum unary cost. 
The test is conducted on a Sun Blade 2500 (2 x 1.6GHz USIIIi) machine with 
'http://carlit.toulouse.inra.fr/cgi-bin/awki.cgi/ToolBarIntro 
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2GB memory. The average runtime and number of nodes of five instances are mea-
sured for each value of n with no initial upper bound. Entries are marked with "*" 
if the average runtime exceeds the limit of 1 hour. The best results are marked by a 
't' symbol. 
6.1 The a l l D i f f e r e n t Constraint 
The allDif f erentQ constraint restricts variables to take distinct values. There 
are two variants for the allDif f erentQ constraint, namely allDif f e r e n t ^ O 
and s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t 众 c() The definition of these soft constraints are given 
in Definition 2.14 in Section 2.3. The soft_allDifferent如constraint is 
shown to be flow-based projection-safe in Section 5.2. In the following, we only 
discuss s〇ft_allDif ferent^O. 
The sof t.allDif f erent^^^O constraint is flow-based projection-safe . The 
corresponding flow network G(V, E, w, c, d、s, t) is defined as follows. 
Definition 6.1 [58，71] The cost returned by the s〇ft_allDif ferent抓『（5*) 
constraint is the minimum cost of the flow in the flow network E, w, c, d, s, t) 
defined as: 
• V^  二 刚 u{s，0; 
• E = E,UEsU E”io, where: “ 
-Es = G S}-, 
-Es = {(Xi,^；)!?； e D{xi)}\ 
-Kio = {(^；，力)0, e L U e s D⑷ } ; 
• The weight We of the edge e is defined as : 
I ,if e= (v,t)i € Eyio； 
w^ = \ 
0 otherwise. 
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• Define Uy to be the number of variable domains containing v. The capacity 
Ce of the edge e is defined as : 
c^ = 
Uy - 1 ，if e = (V,t)l e Eyi 
1 otherwise. 
• All edges have zero demand. 
Example 23 Given S = {xi, X3,0:4} with the domain D{xi) = {a, c}, D(x2)= 
{6, c}, and D{x3) = D{x4) = {6}. The network is constructed as shown in Figure 
6.1. The thick edges show the flow corresponding to the assignment (a, c, b, b). 
Figure 6.1: The flow network corresponding to s〇f t_allDif f erent抓乂). 
Theorem 6.2 The sof t.allDif f erenf^^^CS) constraint is flow-based projection-
safe. 
Proof: W e use the three conditions in Lemma 5.14. Definition 6.1 show that 
conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Besides, the flow property already shows that each 
flow f corresponds to a tuple i. Moreover, for each edge e = {xi,v) G Es, if 
fe = 1, ^ [xi] = V and if /g = 0, i[xi\ + v. B y taking E = {(xi,!；)} for each 
assignment {xi t*}, condition 3 is satisfied. Therefore, by Theorem 5.15, it is 
flow-based projection-safe. • 
The allDif f erentQ constraint has various applications. In the following, 
we focus on two: the all-interval series and the Latin square problems. 
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6.1.1 All Interval Series 
The all-interval series problem (probOO? in CSPLib [32]) is mentioned in Section 
4.3. W e follow the same benchmark setting, but we include sof t.allDif f erent^"^ 
for further comparison. 
The experiment is divided into two parts. W e first compare results on enforcing 
different consistencies using soft allDifferent() constraints. Then we compare 
the result on using different approaches on modelling s〇f t_allDif f erent气） 
constraints. 
Comparison with Different Consistency Notions 
In this section, we compare the performance when enforcing different consistency 
on the soft global constraints. The result is shown in Table 6.1. The result agrees 
with the theoretical strength of the consistency notions as shown by the number 
of nodes. F D G A C * and G A C * always out-performs strong 0IC and the current 
SasH approach, but F D G A C * requires more time to solve an instance. One result 
for this phenomenon is the problem structure. When Xi and x^+i are assigned, di 
is automatically assigned due to the hard constraint di — \xi — Xi+i\. Thus, en-
forcing F D G A C * on the variables {di} on every search node is not worthwhile. 
Although weak E D G A C * is more expensive to enforce than FDGAC*, enforcing 
weak E D G A C * is the most efficient in terms of time. It is because E D G A C * re-
moves the search space about 40 times more than FDGAC*, and about 100 times 
more than GAC*. Such a removal decreases the time required which is enough to 
cover the increase due to the consistency enforcement. 
Comparison on Different Models 
The s〇ft_allDif f e r e n t 办 i s flow-based projection-safe. It can be mod-
elled as a flow network to help consistency enforcement efficiently. Another way to 
model the constraint is to apply the decomposition directly. I f s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t 也 
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(a) soft_allDifferent^() 
SasH Approach Strong 0 I C G A C * F D G A C * W e a k E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
8 1.3 571.0 0.2 296.4 tO.l 181.0 to.i 86.4 tO.l M5.4 
9 3.9 1445.0 1.0 542.2 0.6 300.2 1.2 197.2 to.i t20.2 
10 52.0 15860.6 20.2 5706.6 10.8 2589.4 15.2 1612.4 +0.2 ULA 
11 59.6 13286.2 31.8 7536.4 16.4 3273.6 21.0 1715.4 to.i t33.6 
12 180.1 31015.2 77.8 12886.4 37.6 5204.6 46.8 2259.0 tO.8 HI.6 
(b) soft_allDifferent如0 
SasH Approach Strong 0 I C G A C * F D G A C * W e a k E D G A C * 
71 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
8 1.6 777.0 0.2 396.8 0.2 219.6 tO.l 93.8 to.i M6.0 
9 3.9 1480.4 1.0 553.2 0.6 301.8 1.2 195.0 to.i ^28.8 
10 56.8 17753.8 21.2 5999.2 11.6 2654.6 16.0 1604.2 tO.8 +70.4 
11 70.1 16149.6 38.4 9113.2 18.6 3551.8 23.0 1812.6 tl.O t68.6 
12 214.9 38438.6 96.4 16355.2 46.8 6405.0 52.6 2451.6 tl.8 t71.2 
Table 6.1: The time (in seconds) and the number of backtracks in solving the all-
interval series instances 





Binary consistency notions, such as AC*, FDAC*’ and EDAC*, can be applied to 
help speed up searching. 
W e compare the performance on solving the all interval series problem with dif-
ferent modelling methods on s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t也。 ( ) x h e result is shown in 
Table 6.2. Under the same level of consistency, the soft global constraint removes 
at least 10 times more than the binary decomposition. However, the time required 
for binary constraints is much smaller than soft global constraints, as seen when 
enforcing (G)AC* and FD(G)AC*. It is because enforcing consistency notions on 
binary constraints is faster than global constraints. However, with stronger consis-
tency like weak EDGAC*, the instances with global constraints are solved faster 
than those with binary decomposition. It is worthwhile to apply global constraints 
instead of decompositions when the consistency is strong. 
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n 
Binary Decomposition Global Constraint Approaches 
AC* FDAC* EDAC* GAC* FDGAC* Weak EDGAC* 


































































Table 6.2: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the all-interval 
series instances with different modelling 
6.1.2 Latin Square 
The Latin square problem (prob003 in CSPLib [32]) of order n is to fill an n x 
table using numbers from {0,...，n - 1} such that each number occurs once 
every row and every column. Figure 6.2 shows one solution for n = 4. 
0 1 2 3 
1 0 3 2 
2 3 1 0 
3 2 0 1 
Figure 6.2: The Latin square of order 4 
W e model the problem by a set of variables {xij] denoting the value placed in 
the cell at the i仇 row and the 产 column. One allDif ferentQ constraint is 
posted on the variables at each row and each column. 
To soften the problem, we place random unary costs and replace allDiff erentQ 
constraints by either s 〇 f t 一 a l l D i f f e r e n t ” a r ( ) ^ ^ s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t & c ( ) . 
The result is shown in Table 6.3, which similar to Table 6.1. In this experiment, the 
time also agrees with the theoretical strength of the consistency notions. Besides, 
the number of nodes when using either s〇f t_allDif f erent侧乂）or 
s 〇 f t _ a l l D i f f e r e n t办 c ( ) very close. Enforcing weak E D G A C * even give 
the same number of nodes for different soft global constraints. W e find that the 
solutions does not violate the global constraints in most cases. No matter which 
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soft constraints are used, the lower bound computed also tends not to violate any 
global constraints. Thus, under the same unary cost distribution, the lower bound 
computed is very close although different soft global constraints are used with en-
forcing F D G A C * or weak EDGAC*. 
(a) soft_allDifferent縦0 
n SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * Weak E D G A C * 

























































•11 SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * Weak E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Tinie(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
4 62.7 121319.0 2.6 3859.8 to.i 187.6 to.i 21.8 to.i 
”6.6 
5 * * 531.4 376526.2 25.2 12254.0 to.i 66.2 to.i t41.2 
6 * * 氺 * 氺 * 3.4 244.4 tl.4 t93.6 
7 * * * * * * 43.4 1429.6 + 15.8 M25.2 
8 * * * * * * * * 1147.2 t2066.5 
Table 6.3: The time (in seconds) and the number of backtracks in solving the Latin 
square instances using soft allDif ferent constraints 
W e also perform experiments on using different modelling methods on the 
s〇ft-allDifferent—0 constraint. The result is shown in Table 6.4. The 
result re-confirms that enforcing consistency on global constraints is efficient in 
terms of time and the number of nodes explored as the problem size grows large. 
II 
Binary Decomposition Global Constraint Approaches 
AC* FDAC* EDAC* GAC* FDGAC* Weak EDGAC* 






























































Table 6.4: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the Latin 
square instances with different modelling 
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6.2 The GCC Constraint 
The GCC(S, ub, lb) constraint is satisfied by a tuple i G C{S) if the number of 
occurrences of a value v e 'E, where E = LUesD(而)，^ (#(/,”)) is at most 
uby times and at least Iby times [61]. There are two soft variants of GCC constraints, 
namely sof t_GCC肌『（）and s〇f t_GCC”a乂）. They are defined as follows. 
Definition 6.3 [71] Given the GCC(S, ub, lb) constraint and a tuple i € C(S). 
Define two functions s(i, v) and v) as: 
s(i,v)= 
e(£,v)= 




The two variants are defined as follows: 
• s o f t _ G C C 抓 r e t u r n s s{£, v), ^ ^^^ The soft con-
straint is valid iff ^ ^^^ Iby < |5| < ub”', 
• sof t_GCC—OS) returns v) + v)). 
Example 24 Consider the GCCiS, ub, lb) constraint with S = {xi, 0:2, xs}, lb a = 
uba = 1, and Ibt = ubb = 2. The tuple i = (a, b, a) uses one more the value a and 
one less the value b than the amounts allowed by the constraint. Thus, s{i, a)= 
1, e{i, a) = 0 and s{i, h) = 0’ e[i、b) = 1. Therefore: 
• sof t_GCC^(;S) returns max{s(^, a), b)} = 1; 
• sof t_GCC—⑶ returns a) + h) = 2. 
The GCC(S, ub, lb) constraint is reduced to the allDif f erent(5^) constraint 
if uby = 1 and I by = 0 for each value v e E [61J. Similarly, both s〇f 
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and soft.GCC^'^'O are reduced to soft.allDif ferent^^^Q if uby 二 1 and 
Iby = 0 for each value v e^. 
Soft constraints s〇f and s〇f t_GCC抓'（）are flow-based projection-
safe. The corresponding flow networks G(V, E, w, c, d, s, t) are defined as follows. 
[71]. 
Definition 6.4 [71] The minimum cost returned by either s〇f t_GCC幻"『（6") or 
s〇f t-GCC—(aS) is the minimum cost of the flow in the flow network G{V, E, w, c, d, s, t) 
defined as: 
• V = SuEU{s,t}-, 
• E 二 EsU EsU EtU Eyio, where: 
-Er, = {{s,Xi)\Xi e s}-, 
- E s = { ( x ^ , G D{xi) A x i ^ 5}; 
- Et = {(v,t)\ve^}; 
-Eyio depends on soft constraints: 
* Eyio = {(vi,vj)lvi,vj e E A i ^ j j for sof t_GCC—(5")，or; 
* Kio = {(5,^ ;)!^ ; G E } U e E} for soft_GCC—05). 
參 the weight We is defined as: 
Wp = 
1 ,if e € Eyi 
0 otherwise. 
• the capacity Cg is defined as: 
Cp = 
uby ,if e = {v,t) e Et； 
Iby ，if e G EYIO a n d e = (s, v): 
51 ’if e G Eyio and e + (s, v)\ 
L otherwise. 
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the demand dp is defined as: 
dp = 
1 ,if e G Es; 
Iby ’if e = {v, t) € Et 
0 otherwise. 
Example 25 Given S 二 {xi,x2,x2,) with D[xi) = {a} and D[x2) = D[X3)= 
{a, b], and the GCC(5, Iby, uby) with lb a = uba = I and Ibb = uh^ = 2. The 
flow networks corresponding to sof t_GCC爾⑶ and sof t-GCC—⑶ are shown 
respectively in Figure 6.3(a) and 6.3(b). The triple (<4’ Cg, fe) on each edge e gives 
the demand, the capacity and the flow value. Dotted edges represent edges with 
weight 1, while solid edges represents edges with weight 0. The thick edges show 
the flow corresponding to the tuple (a, b, a). 
(a) soft_GCC霄 (b) s o f t _ G C C — 
Figure 6.3: The flow network corresponding to the soft GCC() constraints 
Theorem 6.5 The sof t_GCC霞(5") and s〇f t一GCC抓constraints are flow-based 
projection-safe 
Proof: Definition 6.4 shows that they satisfy conditions 1 and 2 in L e m m a 5.14. 
Besides, by taking E = {(x^, ti)} for each assignment {xi h t；}, they satisfy con-
dition 3. Results follow from Theorem 5.15. • 
The GCCQ constraint has various applications. In the following, we focus on 
two: the Latin square and the round robin tournament problems. 
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(a) soft-GCC 
SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * Weak E D G A C * 
11 Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Tinie(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 













































(b) s o f t _ G C C”a , 
n SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * 
Weak E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Tinie(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
4 2.2 2815.8 1.4 2326.6 to.i 131.8 to.i 20.4 to.i M7.0 
5 165.2 122840.0 153.4 102493.6 10.0 4818.2 to.i 61.2 to.i M5.2 
6 * * * * 1407.4 357529.8 3.6 211.0 tl.O t82.2 
7 * * * * • * 40.4 1243.6 M3.4 +318.4 
8 * * * * * * * * t285.2 •3700.4 
Table 6.5: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the Latin 
square instances using soft GCC constraints 
6.2.1 Latin Square 
The Latin square problem (prob003 in CSPLib [32]) is mentioned in Section 6.1. 
W e use the same soft version but we replace allDif f erent constraints by either 
s〇f t_GCC侧乂）or s〇f t_GCC抓乂）constraints with the requirement that each value 
must appear exactly once. The result is shown in Table 6.5, which shows the similar 
result as Table 6.3. Weak E D G A C * always performs better in terms of time and 
reduction in search space. 
6.2.2 Round Robin Tournament 
The round robin problem problem (prob026 in CSPLib [32]) of order n is to sched-
ule a tournament of n teams over n - 1 weeks. Each week is divided into n/2 
periods, and each period is divided into two slots. A tournament must satisfy the 
following three constraints: 
• every team plays once a week; 
• every team plays at most twice in the same period over the tournament, and; 
• every team plays every other team. 
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(a) soft_GCC霞 
(yv, p, w) SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * 
F D G A C * Weak E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
(4,3,2) 1.7 1119.2 0.6 827.4 0.4 470.2 0.2 142.2 to.l ^33.4 
(5,4,2) 4.5 2016.6 2.2 1242.0 1.8 836.2 0.6 171.6 to.l U4.6 
(6,5,3) * * * * * * • * +583.4 t6508.8 
(7,5,3) * * * * * * * * 11283.4 +7476.6 
(b) s o f t _ G C C”aZ 
(yv, 1), W) 
SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * Weak E D G A C * 
Tinie(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
(4,3,2) 1.5 1046.8 0.4 794.6 0.4 464.6 0.2 141.0 to.l t33.0 
(5,4,2) 3.5 1821.4 0.6 171,0 1.4 824.6 0.6 171.0 to.l U2.8 
(6,5,3) * * * * * t438.2 ^6499.6 
(7,5,3) * * * * * 氺 • * t765.0 +7413.6 
Table 6.6: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the round robin 
tournament problems using soft GCC constraints . 
Hentenryck et <3/. [35] give a CSP model only based on GCC constraints: a triple 
of variables (sl^ -, s2ij, rriij) represents the match played on the week at the 产 
period. The assignment {sl^j h a, s2ij b,mij ab} represents the team a is 
played against the team b. Ternary constraints link slij, s2ij and m^j together such 
that slij takes the value a and s2ij takes the value b iff iriij takes the value ab or 
ba. The first and the second requirements are represented by the GCC constraints 
on {slij, s2ij\i = w} for each w仇 week and {sl^ j, s2ij\j = p} for each p^ ^ period. 
The third requirement is represented by a GCC constraint on {mij}. 
The problem can be generalized by three parameters (N, P, W): scheduling a 
tournament of N teams over W weeks, with each week divided into P periods. 
Besides placing random unary costs, we also replace the GCC constraints by the 
soft variants. W e try different combinations of N, P, and W. The result is shown 
in Table 6.6, which agrees with the theoretical strength of each consistency. It 
also shows that although enforcing stronger consistency is more expensive, it helps 
reduce more search space. Thus, stronger consistency helps solve larger instances. 
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6.3 The Same Constraint 
Given two sets of variables and S2 with |»Si| = I^ Sy and n S2 = 0. The 
same(S'i,5'2) constraint is satisfied by the tuple t G C[Si U S2) if i[Si] is a permu-
tation of £[82] [8]. For example, if — (a, b, a, a) and £[82] = (b, b, a, a), i is 
not accepted by the same(5^i’ S2) constraint, unless £[82] changes to (a, b, a, a) or 
(a, a, b, a). The hard same() constraint can be soften to sof defined 
as follows. 
Definition 6.6 [71] Given the same(6\，S2) constraint. The sof t.same^^^Q con-
straint returns 工 ⑴ ) 化 ） l / 2 . The union operation U is the 
multi-set union, and (piA(p2 returns the symmetric difference of the multi-sets (fi 
and ip2, i-e. v ^ i = \ ^ 2) U ((^ 2 \ (fi) 
Example 26 Consider = (a, b, a, a) and £[82] = (6,6, a, a). 
(LU战Ma]})八(LUeSzW"州={a,a’a’6}A{a，a’M} = K ^ } - Thus, 
s〇f t_same爾 returns |{a, b}\/2 = 1. At least one variable in or in S2 has to 
change its value to make the tuple accepted by the sameQ constraint. 
The s〇f t-same抓乂）constraint is flow-based projection-safe. The correspond-
ing flow network G{V, E, w, c, d, s, t) is defined as follow: 
Definition 6.7 [71] Define E = Uxies^i^i)- The minimum cost returned by 
s〇f t-same"狀(Si, S2) is the minimum cost of the flow in the flow network 
G{V, E,‘⑴，c, d, s, t) defined as: 
• V = SiUS2UEU{s,t}', 
• E = E,UEs,U Es2 UEtU E—’ where: 
- E s = e Si}\ 
- E s , = {{xi,v)\v G D(xi) A Xi e ^i}; 
Es2 = e D{yi)/\yi e 82}', 
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-Et = {{yut)\y^ e S2}; 
- K i o = {K, Vj)\vi, Vj e T ^ M j ^ j } . 
The weight We is defined as: 
Wp = 
，if 6 G Eyio, 
otherwise. 
• The capacity Ce is defined as: 
= 
,if 6 G Eyio, 
otherwise. 
• All edges have zero demand. 
Example 27 Given = {xi, X2, X3} and S2 = {^4, X5, xe} with D{xi) = {a}, 
D{x2) 二 {a，6}’ D(x3) = W , D[yi) = {a, 6}，and Diy^) = D(ys) = {a}. 
The flow network corresponding to sof S2) is shown in Fig. 6.4. 
Solid edges have zero weight and unit capacity. Dotted edges have unit weight 
and a capacity of 3. The thick edges show the flow corresponding to the tuple 
i = (a, 6, b, a, a). 
Figure 6.4: The flow network corresponding to the s〇ft_same抓『（<Si’ S2) con-
straint 
Theorem 6.8 The s〇f t-same幻抓(》Si，S2) constraint is flow-based projection-safe. 
Proof: Definition 6.7 shows that it satisfies 1 and 2. Moreover, for each edge 
e = (xi, v) G E s” it implies ^ [xi] = v if fe = 1, and i[xi] if /g = 0. Similarly, 
for each edge e = (v, yi) G Es^, it implies ^ [yj = v f^ = I and [队]^ v \i 
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
Pi 1 2 2 1 
V2 1 2 3 2 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
Pi 1 2 2 3 
P2 1 2 3 2 
(a) Unfair Schedule (b) Fair Schedule 
Figure 6.5: Examples of Fair Scheduling 
fe = 0. By taking E = {(x^, w)} for Xi G Si and v G D{xi), and E = {(?;, yi)} for 
Hi e S2 and V € D(yi), it satisfies condition 3. Thus, it is flow-based projection-
safe. • 
The sameQ constraint can be used to model the following two problems: (1) 
fair scheduling, and (2) people-mission scheduling. 
6.3.1 Fair Scheduling 
The fair scheduling problem is suggested by the Global Constraint Catalog [7]. The 
goal is to schedule n persons into s shifts over d days such that the schedule is fair, 
i.e. the number of times of each person attending shift is the same. For example, 
\f n = 2, s = 4, d = 4, the schedule in Figure 6.5(a) is not fair. The person pi 
is assigned to the shift 1 two times but p2 is assigned to the shift 1 once only; p2 
is assigned to the shift 3 once but pi is never assigned to the shift 3. Figure 6.5(b) 
shows a schedule that is fair to everyone: both pi and p2 are assigned to the shift 1 
and shift 3 once, and the shift 2 twice. 
W e model the problem by a set of variables {x^} denoting the shift the i亡紅 
person is assigned to on the j仇 day. The restriction is modeled by the same() 
constraints. W e fix s = 4 and d = b with varying n. 
To soften the problem, besides random unary costs, we use s〇ft_same抓乂） 
instead of sameQ. The result is shown in Table 6.7. Similar to Table 6.5, weak 
E D G A C * produces the smallest number of nodes. However, weak E D G A C * re-
quires more time to solve an instance. W e probe into the execution and discover 
that F D G A C * is so strong that the first lower bound computed is already very close, 
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n 
SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * Weak E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
5 1983.9 1457812.6 74.2 20610.4 16.6 3511.8 tO.l 27.4 tO.l '25.4 
6 * * 1884.0 1038613.2 78.8 11031.8 tO.4 40.4 1.0 •34.0 
7 * * * 377.0 36063.0 tl.O 45.0 1.2 U0.6 
8 * * * * 1630.0 124920.8 t2.0 45.4 2.2 U5.0 
9 * * * * * * t2.6 t49.0 3.2 t49.0 
10 * * * * * ,4.0 58.0 4.6 ,56.8 
11 * * * 氺 * * t5.8 67.2 6.4 t61.6 
Table 6.7: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the fair 
scheduling problem by enforcing different consistency notions. 
if not identical, to the objective value of the optimal solution. Therefore, enforcing 
weak E D G A C * gives only little improvement on reducing the search space. 
6.3.2 People-Mission Scheduling 
This people-mission problem extends the doctor-nurse rostering problem described 
by Beldiceanu et a/.[8J. Given three groups of n persons, m missions which must 
be assigned to a team containing exactly one person in each group, and a set of 
restrictions on the combination of the three people in one mission. The problem 
is to schedule those people into missions such that no restriction is violated. For 
example, given three groups of people Gi = {pi,P2’P3}, G) = {^i, 92,^3}, G^ = 
{r 1,7^2,'厂3)"’ and a set of missions {？721,7712}. The mission ?ni cannot be completed 
without pi, while m-i must be completed without qi and『2. One possible schedule 
is as follows. 
Pi H mi P2 H 1712 P3 ^ rui 
qi H mi q2 i—> mi q^ m) 
ri nil ‘―^ 肌 1 7722 
The mission m i is assigned to (Pi,仍，n) and (ps, q】,厂2)’ while m ? is assigned to 
(P2，Q^3，'r3). 
W e model the problem by {xij} denoting the mission assigned to the i仇 person 
in the j仇 group. The combination is modelled by ternary table constraints. The re-
quirement that a mission must be done by exactly one person per group is modelled 
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n SasH Approach Strong 0IC 
G A C * F D G A C * weak E D G A C * 













































Table 6.8: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the people-
mission scheduling problem by enforcing different consistency notions. 
by two same() constraints. 
W e soften the problem as follows: besides placing random unary costs, the 
ternary constraints are softened by placing different costs on each combination. 
The s〇f t_same抓『0 constraints is used instead of the sameQ constraints. W e fix 
m = 6 and vary n. The results are shown in Table 6.8. Similar to Table 6.7, weak 
E D G A C * produces the smallest number of nodes, but F D G A C * requires the least 
amount time to solve an instance. 
6.4 The Regular Constraint 
W e first give a brief introduction on the regular language, then the definition of the 
regularQ constraint based on the regular language. 
A regular language L{M) can be represented by a finite state automaton 
M[Q, E, (5, qo, F). Q is the set of states. S is a set of characters. The symbol qo E Q 
denotes the initial state and F C Q is the set of final states. The transition function 6 
is defined as ^  : Q x E Q. A automaton can be represented graphically as shown 
in Figure 6.6，which circles denote the states, connections denote the transitions, 
and double circles denote the final states. 
Given an input string r, the automaton starts at qo and iterates as follows: it 
consumes the character r^  at the i仇 position of the string r and goes to qi+i = 
S{qi, Ti). The iteration stops when i reaches the end of the string, or S{qi, Ti) is 
undefined. The input string r is accepted by M if qi e F when the iteration stops 
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and i reaches the end. If r is accepted by M, 丁 belongs to L{M) (r E L{M)). For 
example, the string abb is accepted by the automaton in Figure 6.6’ while aba is not. 
Figure 6.6: The graphical representation of a automaton. 
Given D{xi) C E for each Xi G S. The regular(S"，M) constraint accepts 
the tuple t G C,[S) if the corresponding string is belonged to L(M) [56]. For 
example, given the automaton in Figure 6.6. The tuple (a, b, b) is accepted by the 
regularQ constraint while (a, b, a) is not. Two soft variants are defined for the 
regular constraint, namely s〇f t_regular抓乂）and s〇f t-regular®拟(). 
Definition 6.9 [71] Given the regular(5, M) constraint and a tuple i G C(S). 
Define r^  be the string formed from the tuple t. 
• soft_regular^"^() returns min{/-/(r^, r)|r G L(M)}. returns 
Hamming distance [33], i.e. the number of positions two strings r^ and r^ 
differ; 
• soft-regular^淑(）returns min{£;(T6T)|7" G L(M)}. returns 
Levenshtein distance [47], i.e. the minimum number of insertions, deletions 
and substitutions to transform ― to r^ . 
Example 28 Given the tuple £ = (a, 6’ a, a) and the automaton M in Figure 6.6. 
• soft.regular'^^^O returns 2. The strong abaa is not accepted by M, but 
abbb is. They only differ by two positions. 
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• s〇f t_regulare拟(）returns 1. The string abaa can be transformed to baa 
by only deleting the first character. 
The sof t.regular'^^^O and s〇f t_regulare彻(）constraints are flow-based 
projection-safe. The construction of the corresponding flow networks G(V, E, w, c, d, s, t) 
is shown as follows. 
Definition 6.10 [71] Assume S = {xi,..., The minimum cost returned by 
the soft_regular'^"^(5') and s〇ft_regulare拟(5") constraints with the au-
tomaton M(Q, E, S, qo, F) is the minimum cost of the flow in the flow network 
G{V, E, w, c, d, s, t) defined as: 
• V = {s，t} U Uri' K, where = {qHq^ G Q}； 
• E = E,UEtU U L i Ei U U L i EUo, where 
- E , = {(5,9o)}； 
- Et = {{q]^\t)\qfeFy, 
- E , = {{ql v) = qiA ve D{x,)}-
一 Elio depends on the violation measure: 
* Kio = Eiub = {{qI oi^'Uv e D(x,) (队 = Qi} for 
s〇ft_regular^O; 
* Kio = El^b U Eiei u Elns for sof t—regular^拟()，where: 
• E'dei = {{QlQi^'Uqk e Q A " G D{xi)} \ and 
參 The weight We is defined as 
Wp — 
1 .ifeGUILi El, 
0 otherwise. 
All edges have unit capacity and zero demand. 
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Example 29 Given the automaton M shown in Figure 6.6 and S = {xi, X2,2:3} 
with D{xi) = {a} and D{x2) = D{x2,) = {a, bj. The flow networks corresponding 
to the s〇f t _ r e g u l a r抓 a n d s〇f t—regular^似(5") constraints are shown in 
Figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) respectively. Solid edges have zero weight while dotted 




工 2 G 
(b) s o f t _ r e g u l a产 0 
Figure 6.7: The flow network corresponding to the soft regular constraints 
Theorem 6.11 The soft—regular肌乂and s〇ft-regular。拟(5") constraints 
are flow-based projection-safe. 
Proof: Conditions 1 and 2 is shown by Definition 6.10. Moreover, each assignment 
{xi H v} maps to a set of edges E, where E = {(ql G Ei。EU~ 
for soft-regular•⑶ and E = {{ql ql^'UiQl e E, U El^, U E、J 
for s〇f t-regular"^“(》S). For example, {xi H a} maps to the edges labeled as a 
at the layer Xi shown in Fig. 6.7(a). Thus, it satisfies condition 3 and is flow-based 
projection-safe. • 
Due to the special structure of the flow networks, the dynamic programming ap-
proach, suggested by van Hoeve et al[71] and Demassey et a/.[27], can be applied 
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instead of the successive shortest path or cycle canceling algorithms for efficiency. 
For each node ql, the weight of the shortest path from s to ql and from ql to t 
are computed by dynamic programming and stored in f rom(<?[,) and toiql) respec-
tively. If the algorithm requires to compute the minimum cost of the flow with 
/e = 1, where e = (驳 ,劣 +”’ it computes f rom(g'[,) + u^ e + t〇(<7z计工).This reduces 
the minimum cost flow computation to 0{\V\ + \E\) and constant time incremen-
tally if from(ql) and to{ql) are computed before. 
The regularQ constraint has many applications. In the following, we focus on 
two: (1) the nurse rostering problem, and; (2) the stretchQ constraint modelling. 
6.4.1 Nurse Rostering Problem 
The nurse rostering problem is to schedule a group of n nurses into four shifts: P M 
shift, A M shift, Overnight, and Day-Off, over d days such that: 
1. each nurse has at most three A M shift, at least two P M shift, at least one 
Overnight, and at least one Day-Off; 
2. Each A M shift must have two nurses, each P M shift must have one nurse, and 
each Overnight must have one nurse, and; 
3. AM-shifts are preferred to be packed together, and the same preference is also 
placed on Day-Off. 
The problem is modelled as a W C S P by a set of variables {x^} to denote the 
shift assigned to the i仇 nurse on the 产 day. The unary cost C{xij}(v) denotes 
the preference of the nurse to attend the shift v on the j仇 day. Restrictions (1) 
and (2) are modelled by the s〇f t-GCC—() constraints, while the preference (3) 
is modelled by either s o f t — r e g u l a r 抓 『 ( ) q ^ s〇ft_regulare也亡().The result is 
shown in Table 6.9, which agrees with Theorem 5.26. 
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(a) soft-regular醫0 
SasH Approach Strong 0 I C G A C * F D G A C * weak E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
3 260.66 118562 152.6 91661.4 2.0 956.2 tO.l 28.6 tO.l '22.8 
4 * * * * 25.4 6983.4 to.i 32.6 +0.1 +28.0 
5 * * * * * * 4.0 379.0 t3.6 t273.6 
6 * * * * * * 63.4 4017.6 t37.8 11927.2 
7 * * * * * 207.6 12242.0 +42.8 167.6 
8 * * * * * * 821.2 44414.0 ,229.2 110437.0 
(b) soft_regular" 【it() 
SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * weak E D G A C * 
f). Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
3 286.6 122542.4 178.4 91933.8 9.2 2850.4 t5.6 841.4 6.2 ^803.2 
4 * 氺 * * 126.2 27267.6 <25.4 2568.8 27.6 t2424.0 
5 * * * * * t535.6 47091.2 546.8 t40244.0 
Table 6.9: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in.solving the nurse 
scheduling problem by enforcing different consistency notions. 
6.4.2 Modelling S t r e t c h Q Constraint 
Another application of the regularQ constraint is to model constraints that de-
scribe patterns. One example is the stretchQ constraint [55]. 
Definition 6.12 [55] Given a value v and a tuple I G JC(S). 
• A V-stretch is the maximal subsequence of identical values in L 
• The Stretches', ub, lb) constraint is satisfied by i if the length of the v-
stretch in i is at most uby and at least Iby. 
For simplicity, we omit the case when the stretchQ constraint is circular. How-
ever, it can be handled by variable duplication [56]. 
Example 30 Consider the tuple i = (a, a, a, b, b, a, a). This tuple contains two a-
stretches, one is of length 2 while another one is of length 3. It also contains one 
6-stretch of length 2. 
Given the stretch(5", lb, ub) constraint, where S contains seven variables, and 
lb a = uba = 2 and Ib^ = 2, ub^ = 3. The tuple i is not accepted by the constraint, 
unless the value a at the third position is changed to b. 
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The stretchQ constraint can be described by an automaton and thus modelled 
using the regularQ constraint [56]. For example, Figure 6.8 shows the automa-
ton that accepts the string corresponding to the tuple accepted by the stretchQ 
constraint in Example 30. Since the stretchQ constraint can be modelled using 
Figure 6.8: The automaton for the stretchQ constraint in Example 30 
the regularO constraint, the definition of the soft-regular 抓乂）and 
sof t-regularconstraints can be directly applied to define the soft variants 
of a StretchQ constraint, namely sof t_stretch^°^() and sof 
Since the constraints s o f t — r e g u l a r 抓 『 ( ） a n d s o f a r e flow-
based projection-safe, so are the s〇ft_stretch抓『(）and soft-stretch。拟(） 
constraints. 
To demonstrate the idea, we conduct experiments using the following sliding 
problem. The sliding problem of order n consists a set of variables (xi,..., Xn} 
with domains D{xi) = {a, 6}. Each subsequence {x^,…，Xn-5+i}, where 1 < i < 
5, is required to contain a-stretches of length 2 and 6-stretches of length 2 or 3. This 
restriction can be enforced through the stretchQ constraints. 
The soft version of the problem is to use the soft variants of the stretchQ 
constraint, which are modelled by the soft regularQ constraints. W e also place 
unary costs on each variable. The result is shown in Table 6.10 which agrees with 
the theoretical strength of the consistency notions. Similar to Table 6.7, although 
weak E D G A C * is the strongest consistency, enforcing weak E D G A C * requires 
more time to solve a instance than F D G A C * when the instance size is small like 
n < 40. However, as the instance size grows, for example n > 45, the amount of 
time reduced by pruning the search space is great enough to compensate the time 
for consistency enforcement. Thus, enforcing weak E D G A C * can run faster than 
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(a) soft-regular爾(） 
SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * weak E D G A C * 
Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
30 183.5 7346.2 68.2 5203.2 36.4 573.0 t30.0 171.4 35.2 1162.6 
35 419.4 13845.2 162.2 10297.8 80.6 971.6 +57.6 239.8 69.0 t233.4 
40 842.4 23485.0 335.6 18067.2 148.4 1423.2 t92.2 328.6 108.2 t316.0 
45 2318.2 55976.0 900.4 42007.0 378.2 3042.0 +240.6 651.8 246.4 ,570.6 
50 氺 * 1142.2 88616.8 165.8 10762.2 130.2 1660.6 tll8.2 tl316.0 
55 * * 2231.4 146901.6 306.0 17130.0 208.0 2291.8 1193.8 11856.8 
(b) soft_regulare似0 
SasH Approach Strong 0IC G A C * F D G A C * weak E D G A C * 
71 Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes Time(s) Nodes 
30 216.2 6038.6 83.2 3861.6 40.6 447.4 t34.2 123.8 39.6 1122.4 
35 561.6 12487.6 204.2 7626.0 86.8 706.0 t60.6 164.0 70.8 1162.8 
40 1128.1 20585.8 413.0 12789.6 165.8 1080.0 t90.8 208.4 101.6 1194.0 
45 * * 1151.8 30480.6 446.4 2346.2 239.6 371.0 +207.8 t299.6 
50 * * 2122.8 62225.2 348.6 9189.0 204.8 967.6 1185.0 ,823.2 
55 * * * * 623.8 13496.8 264.2 972.8 +234.6 t777.6 
Table 6.10: The time (in seconds) and the number of nodes in solving the sliding 
problem by enforcing different consistency notions. 
FDGAC*. This experiment also shows that the stretch() constraint, which is a 
important constraint for modelling patterns, can be efficiently handled in weighted 
constraint satisfaction . 
6.5 Discussion 
Based on the experiments above, two conclusions can be made. First, stronger con-
sistency notions like GAC*, F D G A C * and weak E D G A C * are worthwhile although 
they are more expensive to enforce. As shown from the experiments, G A C * reduces 
the search nodes at least 3 times more than SasH approach and 1.5 times more than 
strong 0IC. Thus, it gives the runtime at least 4 times less than the SasH approach 
and 1.5 times less strong 0IC. F D G A C * and weak E D G A C * can even reduce a 
much greater amount of search space, with runtime time much better than strong 
0IC and the SasH approach. From the results, F D G A C * and weak E D AC* remove 
at least 6.5 times more than the SasH approach, 2.5 times more than strong 0IC, 
and 1.5 time more than GAC*. This leads to a faster runtime for F D G A C * and weak 
E D G A C * in general. The experiments also show that the SasH approach and strong 
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0IC are too weak to reduce the runtime and also the number of nodes as significant 
as GAC*，FDGAC* and weak EDGAC*. 
Second, the performance of the consistency notions depends on the problem 
structure and the problem size. Although weak E D G A C * always reduces the most 
amount of search nodes, the runtime varies from problems. For example, the all-
interval instance shows that enforcing G A C * can solve an instance faster than en-
forcing F D G A C * and weak EDGAC*, since it is meaningless to enforce very strong 
consistency on dummy variables; on the other hand, the stretch modeling in-
stances shows that as the problem size grows large, the stronger consistency is de-
sirable. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Remarks 
In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of the thesis. W e also shed light on 
possible future directions of the research. 
7.1 Contributions 
In this thesis, we improve the SasH approach, as well as introducing the concept of 
soft global constraints into weighted constraint satisfaction. Our contributions are 
six-fold. 
First, based on G A C of reified COPs, we introduce cost-based GAC. W e also 
give a polynomial time algorithm to enforce cost-based G A C for soft global con-
straints, especially for those with flow property. Cost-based G A C helps remove 
more search nodes, but time efficiency needs improvement. 
Second, based on 0IC [74], we introduce strong 0IC. W e also give an algo-
rithm to enforce strong 0IC. Although its time complexity is exponential in the 
maximum arity of the constraints, techniques introduced by van Hoeve et al [71 ] 
for flow-based soft global constraints can be reused to reduce the complexity to 
polynomial time. Besides, we prove that strong 0IC is confluent. A confluent 
consistency guarantees that its enforcement algorithm always reaches the smallest 
domain sizes and the highest lower bounds the consistency can achieve. W e also 
prove strong 0lC is stronger than NC*. Besides, enforcing strong 0IC on a W C S P 
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is "equivalent" to enforcing cost-based G A C on its corresponding reified COP. This 
implies enforcing strong 0IC is already stronger than enforcing G A C on its reified 
COP. 
Third, following Copper and Schiex [23], we define G A C * as a generalization 
of AC* [43]. W e give the algorithm to enforce G A C * for a WCSP. Similar to strong 
0IC, the algorithm is exponential in the maximum arity of the constraints. For ef-
ficient enforcement, we introduce projection-safety. After projection, a projection 
safe soft global constraint preserves its basic structure, which is useful for comput-
ing cost and performing further projection. W e give sufficient conditions for a soft 
global constraint to be flow-based projection-safe. W e also show as a part of proof 
how projection and extension can be done so that flow property is preserved. 
Fourth, we generalize FDAC* [42] to FDGAC*. W e give an algorithm to en-
force FDGAC*, and show that the time complexity of finding a full support with 
respect to a flow-based projection-safe soft global constraints can be reduced to 
polynomial time. 
Fifth, we discover that enforcing EDAC* [26] for a W C S P causes infinite it-
erations unless the soft constraints share at most one variable. To overcome the 
difficulty, based on fully supported sets, we weaken EDAC* to weak EDAC* and 
generalize weak EDAC* to weak EDGAC*. W e also give an algorithm to enforce 
weak EDGAC*. Since projection and extension operations require only polynomial 
time, weak E D G A C * can be enforced efficiently for a problem containing only 
flow-based projection-safe soft global constraints. 
Last but not the least, we show that the soft versions of allDif ferentQ, 
gccQ, sameQ and regularQ are not just flow-based but also flow-based projection-
safe. W e also prove the practicality of our theoretical framework with empirical 
results on different benchmarks involving these global constraints. The empirical 
result agrees with the theoretical strength of the consistency in term of search tree 
pruning. The result also shows that the efficiency of the consistency depends on the 
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problem structure and the problem size. Larger the problem size, stronger consis-
tency is desirable. 
7.2 Future Work 
W e have introduced the concept of global constraints, as well as the idea of projection-
safety, into weighted constraint satisfaction. This opens up at least two possibilities 
for future work. 
The first possible research question is whether we can develop other sufficient 
condition for T projection-safety. Currently, we only give sufficient conditions 
based on flow theory, and it is rather restrictive. It is an open question whether there 
exist other sufficient conditions for flow-based projection-safety allowing efficient 
projection and extension operations. Besides, techniques for violation cost compu-
tation for global constraints are not limited to flow theory. One example is linear 
programming [30]. It is interesting to see if there exists sufficient conditions for 
T projection-safety in WCSPs, where T is defined based on other techniques like 
linear programming and helps provide efficient projection and extension. 
The second possible research question is whether we can enforce other consis-
tency notions on soft global constraints in additional to those we have mentioned in 
Section 5. Currently we only focus on variables with domains of finite elements. 
However, interval domains [74] and set domains [46] have been introduced into 
weighted constraint satisfaction, with the corresponding consistency notions de-
fined. It is interesting to see if there exists sufficient conditions for T projection-safe 
soft global constraints restricting variables with interval or set domains. Besides, we 
only focus on W C S P s with cost valuation structure V(k). It is still an open ques-
tion whether projection-safety still holds in more general soft constraint frameworks 
like valued CSPs [68] or semi-ring CSPs [17]. It is also interesting to see whether 
projection-safety can help enforce consistency notions with rational costs, such as 
OS A C [22] or V A C [21]. 
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